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Introduction  
 

The contribution of this thesis is to find possible solutions for the creation 

of interconnections and optical switches to be used in microoptofluidic 

systems in the frame of the research activities of the Optoelectronic 

laboratory of the Department of Information Engineering, Electronics and 

Telecommunications (DIET). The main goal is to explore a new technology 

for integrated optic based on a low cost technology to produce low driving 

power devices. Optofluidics is the science which links the field of photonics 

with microfluidics, for the creation of innovative and state-of-the-art 

devices. Liquid crystals (LC) can be used for optofluidic applications 

because they have the possibility to change without external mechanical 

actions, the average direction of the molecules through the application of 

electric fields, reorienting the crystal molecules in such a way as to alter 

their optical properties [1-2]. 

The research on LC is more than a century old, but only since the ‘80s of 

the past century these materials were employed in various fields, from flat 

panel displays used for televisions, tablets, and smartphones, to biomedical 

and telecommunication applications [3-5]. The results reported in this 

thesis include simulation, design and preliminary fabrication of optofluidic 

prototypes based on LC embedded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

channels, defined as LC:PDMS, with co-planar electrodes to control LC 

molecular orientation and light propagation. Fabrication techniques which 

were used include microelectronic processes such as lithography, 

sputtering, evaporation, and electroplating. The simulations were 

performed through the combined use of COMSOL Multiphysics® and 

BeamPROP®. I used COMSOL Multiphysics® to determine the positioning 
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of the molecules in a LC:PDMS waveguide. The LC are the core through 

which light propagates in a PDMS structure. In addition to these 

simulations, I used COMSOL Multiphysics® to determine the orientation 

of the LC under the effect of an electric field [6-7] to create low-power 

optofluidic devices [8], [11]. I used BeamPROP® to explore the optical 

propagation of various optical devices such as: optical couplers, the zero 

gap optical coupler, and a multimodal interferometer. All these devices 

have been simulated through various combinations of geometries which 

will be extensively explained in the following chapters. The fabrication of 

prototypes was made in the Microelectronic Technologies laboratory of 

DIET. The optofluidic prototypes that I designed could be used in 

interconnection systems on biosensing devices for chemical or biological 

applications [10-11], wearable [12], or lab on chips [13], which are 

increasingly being applied in many research fields [14]. Many of these 

devices need to interface with electronics for processing signals coming 

from the interaction between the device with molecules, liquids or other 

biological substances. Moreover it is necessary to create flexible and 

biocompatible interfaces, whose features are not guaranteed in classic 

metal tracks. As it will be clear in the first chapter, metal interconnections 

must be designed with spatial, energy and throughput restrictions. To 

develop the optofluidic prototypes, I chose to use a combination of two 

materials for their commercial availability and ease of use: E7 and 5CB LC 

produced by Merck® as the transmissive medium and PDMS Sylgard 184 

produced by Dow Corning® for the cladding [15-16]. The molecules of the 

LC are anisotropic, whose shape is elongated like that of a cigar. Under 

appropriate temperature conditions these molecules retain a state of 

aggregation in which, while retaining some mechanical properties of the 
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fluids, they have the characteristics of crystals such as birefringence or x-

ray reflection. These properties are due to two factors that characterize the 

various phases of LC: the orientational and positional order that vary 

according to the temperature. E7 was used in its nematic mesophase. The 

material used for the cladding of my prototypes was PDMS, a 

thermosetting polymer, flexible, biocompatible, economical, easy to work, 

and suitable for the creation of optical and optofluidic devices due to its 

transparency. 

The thesis is organized in six chapters whose contents are briefly outlined 

below:  

• In the first chapter there is a brief description of optofluidics and the 

transport phenomena of the liquids in the microchannels. The 

essential parameters for a correct interpretation of the behavior of 

the materials in the devices will be defined. Some examples of 

microfluidic devices, Optofluidic Optical Components (OOC) will 

be mentioned.  

• In the second chapter, LC’s will be presented, along with their 

general characteristics and their behavior in the presence of electric 

fields. An overview of integrated optic devices based on LC will be 

reported.  

• In the third chapter the experimental results will be presented 

concerning the fabrications and the technologies used to obtain 

electro-optical LC:PDMS waveguides.   

• The fourth chapter will be dedicated to a brief description of 

COMSOL Multiphysics® and BeamPROP® simulators, and the 

implementation of the model of LC channels in PDMS both in 2D 
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and 3D. Also a brief description of Monte Carlo simulations based 

on Lebwohl-Lasher potential will be mentioned.  

• In the fifth chapter an LC:PDMS optical directional coupler and the 

most significant results will be described.  

• The sixth chapter is dedicated to the multimodal interferometer and 

its field of application, the theory behind this device and the results 

obtained from the simulations using the BeamPROP® 

• In the conclusion, a brief recap of the results obtained in this thesis 

and future developments will be presented. 
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Chapter 1: Optofluidics  
 

1.1 Overview 
 

Optofluidics is the merging of two fields: microfluidics and photonics. 

Before an in-depth explanation of the advantages of this field, it is 

important to know the difference between metal and optical 

interconnections. The motivations of the development of optofluidic 

devices, but more in general of the optical ones, [17-19] are to be found in 

the big problems that currently afflict micro-electronics. Currently, the 

production of devices in VLSI CMOS technology has various problems 

including delays in synchronizing data from different electronic 

components through a generic clock, the increase in bandwidth, and the 

power dissipated by the copper tracks to carry the signals through the 

communication bus [20-25]. If optical components were used for 

connections in current microelectronic devices, many of these problems 

could be resolved. The advantages in using optical interconnections 

compared to metal interconnections are: 

• the estimated time of arrival of an optical signal is a predictable and 

reliable approximation, because the light always travels at the same 

speed except for scattering phenomena within the guide [17-19],  

• an optical signal does not need the synchronization circuits with the 

results to save energy, area, or design complexity [17-19], 

• when optical channels are used for interconnections, there would 

not be energy absorption from the power supply so that the signal 

can be transmitted [17-19], 
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• light sources are insensitive to the phenomenon of electric cross-

talk [17-19], 

• there are no problems related to the temperature, contrary to the 

copper tracks in which the resistivity depends on the temperature 

itself. Above 100 ℃ there is an increase in the resistivity of the 

copper of about 40% and the rise time of an electric line is typically 

proportional to the resistance of the line [17-19], 

• stability of the system when there are current peaks or voltage 

fluctuations that may come from the power supply circuit, which 

we must take into account in the electrical interconnections, since it 

is true that with the dimensions, the tensions cannot be the same as 

the currents, which do not scale like the dimensions of the power 

lines [17-19], 

• through an anti-reflective coating placed around the guides, 

specifically the cladding, reflections and signal degradation can be 

avoided which cannot be in the electrical interconnections caused 

by capacitive loads. [17-19]. 

 

The term OOC, (optofluidic optical component), refers to a class of devices 

that use microfluidics to create optical devices through various and 

variable parameters. It is possible to obtain different characteristics of light 

propagation including transmission, absorption, and dispersion. All these 

parameters obviously depend on the choice of the combination between 

the refractive index of core, whether in liquid or solid form, and on the 

liquid or solid cladding. Applications of various examples of these devices 

can be found in fields ranging from Telecommunications with 
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experimental fiber guides [24] or in Medicine with equipment for virus 

analysis [25-27] such as for processes of electrophoresis [28].  

 

 
Fig. 1.1. Example of an optofluidic devices where we have more components interacting 

with each other. [19]. 

 

A key motivation for the production and study of optofluidic devices is 

their ease of manufacture through rapid prototyping and the flexibility in 

the design of more or less complex geometries combined with a simplicity 

in varying the refractive index which allows one to obtain infinite optical 

uses. Fig. 1.1. shows a prototype circuit where the interaction between 

several components of different natures such as optical fibers with a liquid 

core carry an optical signal so that it can react with molecules placed 

through channels perpendicular to the structure. In fig. 1.1 the signal from 

the optical fiber is routed on a micro-fluidic chip through an LCW (Liquid 

Core Waveguide) The relationship between light and matter gives rise to 

interaction mechanisms such as fluorescence, phosphorescence, Raman 

scattering, polarization, elastic refraction dispersion, second harmonic 

generation, or stimulated emission. These parameters can be obtained by 

combining the refractive index with the geometries of the devices, thanks 

to which it is possible to control the various devices statically or 

dynamically, by varying their optical properties while maintaining the 

same optical path. Results are obtained through the integration of an 
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incremental product between the physical path and the refractive index of 

the medium having as extreme the distance between the two points. 

The advantages of optofluidics are varied. First of all, one related to the 

surface tension, since if an immiscible fluid comes into contact with the 

regular interfaces it does not alter its viscosity and density properties. 

Liquids can have an extremely affordable price compared to other 

materials used in microelectronics. In optofluidic devices, liquids can be 

replaced within the same device without having to be redesigned with 

clear savings on design and production costs. It is important to underline 

that geometric optimization can play a key role in the functionality of the 

devices but a greater contribution can be given by the application of an 

electric field, which can vary the optical properties of the material as long 

as it has ferroelectric properties. 

Among the devices we can cite as examples are lasers, which can use a 

specific liquid [29] as an active medium, so that through it, an active 

medium in the cavity, a specific wavelength is selected. Most optofluidic 

devices are made of polymers, such as PDMS, because it’s very ductile and 

transparent, whose properties will be analyzed in the following chapter. 

For example, dielectric guides in which optical signals can be passed [29-

30], such as ring resonators in the fig. 1.2 a) and b), or for the development 

of micro-lenses for the construction of optofluidic microscopes. The 

dynamic properties of the fluids give the possibility to adjust, in a targeted 

way, the properties of the lens so that only the focusing power can be 

adapted, all obtained in a very small space as shown in fig. 1.3 a) and b). 
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Fig. 1.2. In the picture a) we have a photograph taken through a microscope at S.E.M. of 

a fluid-optic resonator created on PDMS. In b) we have the scheme of operation of the 

same device [29]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.3. a) Microscopic image of a microlens array, fabricated using a combination of 

glass, PDMS, and liquid. b) Variable focusing results two to a pressure change [29], [30-

32]. 

 

The propagation of light can be explained through the principle of total 

internal reflection or TIR, mechanical confinement on which light 

propagation is based in the modern waveguides that can be replicated in 

the optofluidic waveguides. The transmission mechanism of light through 

the liquid core occurs through the TIR (Total Internal Reflection), in which 

the index of refraction must be lower than that of the core to avoid loss of 

the optical mode within the guide. Another advantage of liquid 
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substitution is that it can be done "off-chip", by replacing the liquid 

contained through an external tank or "on-chip", or using an integrated 

mixer that can allow the mixing of liquids with different refractive index. 

The refraction index of a material can be defined as the ratio between the 

speed of light in the vacuum or in the medium with the speed of the 

radiation of the medium. A list of liquids is shown in the table in fig. 1.4.  

 

 

Fig. 1.4. Table of refractive indices of the most common substances that can be used in 

optofluidic [29]. 

 

1.1.1 Equation of Flow  
 

To understand how the behavior of a liquid can vary within a microscopic 

channel, one must consider the validity of the continuity approximation 

from macroscopic scales to microscopic scales and then study the 

principles of classical fluid mechanics in microscopic devices. This 

approximation uses the mean values characterizing the flow of the fluid 

which are taken into consideration instead of considering the single 

interactions that occur between the molecules of the fluid. The 
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incompressibility of liquids determines the fact that, according to the 

continuity equation, the flow must be constant in every section of the 

channel. If it has different sections, the equality is still valid 𝑄𝑄1 = 𝑄𝑄2 = 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖. 

Since the flow can be expressed as the product of the area A of the cross 

section of the channel for the average velocity 𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚of the fluid passing 

through this section it follows that: 

 

,i m i iQ Aν= ⋅     (1.1) 

 

As the section decreases, the velocity of the fluid increases inversely 

proportionally, in order to maintain the constant flow as required by the 

continuity equation. Reynolds in 1883 determined that the critical velocity 

of a fluid, i.e. the velocity beyond which the fluid's motion regime changes 

is proportional to its viscosity 𝜂𝜂 and is inversely proportional to its density 

ρ and to the diameter d of the duct through which it flows: 

 

c
k

d
ην

ρ
⋅

=
⋅

     (1.2) 

 

The proportionality constant k is about 2000 for many liquids. By rewriting 

the previous equation with the actual velocity of the fluid, the factor k is 

no longer a constant but a variable called the Reynolds number (Re which 

expresses the relationship between inertial and viscous forces. Depending 

on the Re, dimensionless, we distinguish between laminar regime and 

turbulent regime. Values above 2000 indicate turbulent regime and lower 

values laminar values. At the microscopic level, the flow is generally 

laminar, i.e. the flow is made up of many infinitesimal layers that flow 

with respect to each other without mixing. The flow, in the laminar regime, 
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is governed by the viscous forces and is of a stationary nature, that is, its 

velocity profile does not vary with time. Viscosity is the measurement of 

the resistance to the flow of a liquid, and its unit of measure is the product 

Pascal (Pa) per second (s), this quantity varies from fluid to fluid and with 

temperature. In the hypothesis of stationary motion, laminar flow and 

Newtonian fluid, the Poiseuille law is: 

 

4

1 2
1( )

8
RQ P P
L

π
η

= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅     (1.3) 

 

𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑃𝑃2  is the difference in pressure between the two ends of the channel 

section of length L and radius R with the viscosity 𝜂𝜂 of the liquid. Due to 

the viscosity of the liquids and the friction of the latter against the walls of 

the channels, the flow does not have a velocity front 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

; where y represents 

the axis relative to the width of the channel, and x the axis relative to its 

length. The velocity has a uniform higher value in the middle and 

gradually lower as you approach the walls. This characteristic is peculiar 

to the laminar flow and the difference in velocity between the center and 

the boundaries is even more marked the more the channel has a small 

section. If the velocity of a flow in a conduit is gradually increased by 

decreasing its section, it will reach a critical value after which the flow will 

no longer be laminar but turbulent with vortexes and suction. In this case 

the Poiseuille law is no longer valid. Another physical phenomenon 

widely used in microfluidic devices is diffusion or a stochastic process in 

which the molecules, due to the thermal agitation, are guided from one 

region to another of the microchannel, arranging themselves 

homogeneously in the volume of interest. In microchannels, diffusion 
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transport is often combined with the convective flow of the bulk fluid. The 

ratio between mass transfer by convection and diffusion is calculated 

through the Sherwood number (dimensionless): 

 

dSh k
D

= ⋅      (1.4) 

 

where k is the mass transfer coefficient, D is the diffusion coefficient, d 

represents the diameter of the channel. As microfluidic channels are 

characterized by a small d, it turns out that the diffusion transport is 

dominant over that by convection. A further dimensionless parameter 

useful for understanding the behavior of a fluid within a microchannel is 

the Bond number which allows to evaluate the surface tension that is 

dominant with respect to the gravitational force at the interface with the 

fluid: 

 

2

0
g LB ρ
γ

∆ ⋅ ⋅
=     (1.5) 

 

where ∆𝜌𝜌 is the density difference at the interface, g is the gravitational 

acceleration, L is the characteristic dimension of the channel, 𝛾𝛾 is the 

surface tension. Fluids subject to surface tension and gravity can be 

described through the capillary length: 

 

( )g
γλ
ρ

 
=  ∆ ⋅ 

     (1.6) 
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therefore, it appears that 𝐵𝐵0 = 𝐿𝐿2

𝜆𝜆2
. Very small values for the Bond number 

imply that the surface tension has a dominant value with respect to the 

gravitational force. Through the manipulation of the surface tension forces 

it is however possible to implement and control the transport of the fluid. 

To complete the brief description of the principles of microfluidics, the 

liquid flow at the micro scale and nanofluidic devices can be described by 

the mechanics and the Navier-Stokes equations, that are used in 

traditional fluid mechanics. The equations of continuity and the Navier-

Stokes for an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant fluid are as 

follows: 

 

0ν∇ ⋅ =      (1.7) 

 

2( ) p
t
νρ ν ν η ν∂
+ ⋅∇ = −∇ + ∇

∂
   (1.8) 

 

In the 1.9 b the elimination of the time-dependence define, physically, the 

transient period when the flow conditions change rapidly, and in many 

cases, it can be assumed that the flow response is instantaneous [30]. 

 

1.2 Optofluidic Optical Components  
 

1.2.1 PDMS  
 

PDMS has been the most widely used material in the research and 

development of microfluidics. PDMS is an optically transparent elastomer 

whose stiffness can be controlled from very soft (easily deformed by finger 

pressure) to much stiffer. The fabrication of systems of microchannels in 
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PDMS is particularly straightforward. The use of PDMS as a material 

allows rapid prototyping of devices, and facilitates the demonstration and 

the testing of new concepts. The physical and chemical properties of 

PDMS also make possible the fabrication of devices with a useful range of 

functions, ranging from molecular analysis to frequency-tunable lasing. 

PDMS is elastomeric and it has tunable Young’s modulus typically around 

750 kPa [28]. It deforms easily, conforms to surfaces, and PDMS is 

elastomeric, it is possible to form optical components whose dimensions 

can be tuned mechanically.  

The surface of PDMS is hydrophobic as it contains repeating units of –O-

Si(CH3)2−groups. By exposing it to oxygen or air plasma, this surface can 

be made hydrophilic. Exposure to plasma introduces silano (Si–OH) 

groups, and destroys methyl groups (Si–CH3). PDMS can be wetted by 

aqueous, polar solvents, and eutectic gallium-indium, a liquid metal alloy. 

On standing, a hydrophilic, oxidized PDMS surface becomes 

hydrophobic, as the surface reconstructs and as non-crosslinked 

components of the pre-polymer bloom to the surface. It is possible to keep 

PDMS that has been plasma treated hydrophilic indefinitely by keeping 

the surfaces in contact with water or polar organic solvents. The silanol 

groups on the surface of PDMS allow it to react with a wide range of 

silanes (Si–R) that are terminated with important functional groups (i.e., R 

= NH2, COOH, SH) [33].  

By using different functional groups, it is possible to adjust the surface of 

PDMS to be hydrophilic or hydrophobic, or to introduce other reactive 

groups. Grafting a poly(ethylene glycol)di-(triethoxy)silane onto an 

oxidized PDMS surface makes the surface hydrophilic permanently, and 

reduces nonspecific adsorption of proteins. These modified polar surfaces 
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can, however, become hydrophobic again through blooming of mobile, 

nonpolar siloxanes. Application of a sol-gel coating may be more 

protective, but has not been extensively developed PDMS is compatible 

with water and most polar organic solvents (such as methanol and 

glycerol); it swells, however, in nonpolar organic solvents (such as pentane 

and chloroform), and will absorb nonpolar solutes from aqueous 

solutions.  

To reduce the absorption of small molecules and the swelling by nonpolar 

organic solvents, one can modify PDMS with silica particles, or coat the 

surface with a glass-like layer using sol-gel chemistry. PDMS is nontoxic 

to proteins and cells. It is permeable to oxygen and carbon dioxide but only 

slowly permeable to water. It is therefore suitable for biological studies: 

for example, mammalian cells can be cultured on it directly. PDMS is 

optically transparent and has a refractive index around 1.41, and it has 

negligible birefringence. It is therefore possible to enclose optofluidic 

components in PDMS, and couple light through PDMS, with minimal loss 

due to absorption [31-32].  

Commercially available PDMS, Silgard® 184, does, unfortunately, contain 

nanoparticles of silica that introduce unwanted scattering of light. In the 

devices we and others have fabricated, the thickness of PDMS for 

enclosure of microfluidic components is limited (usually < 1 cm), and thus 

scattering due to passage of light through PDMS does not cause significant 

loss during the coupling of light into and out of the devices. We have not 

identified a polymer that lacks these scatterers, and still possesses the 

other desirable qualities of PDMS. The Norland® optical adhesives 

(photocurable polyurethanes), for example, contain no scattering particles, 

but they are not soft, and cannot be processed the same way as PDMS. This 
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need for an elastomeric polymer with high optical transparency and easy 

scalability presents an opportunity for future research in material science. 

PDMS can be a conductive elastomer if nanoparticles of precious metals 

such as silver and gold, are dispersed in the polymer matrix. In this case 

the flexibility of the nanoparticles-PDMS composite is retained. However, 

the transparency of the materials is lost [33-36]. In fig. 1.5, a PDMS film with 

embedded gold nanoparticles [36]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.5. a) PDMS plus nanoparticles of Au. b) UV spectra of the film. c) and d) TEM 

images of the gold nanoparticles formed in a PDMS matrix. In e) and f) is shown optical 

images of gold nanoparticles embedded in PDMS film [36]. 

 

To summarize, PDMS has attractive features that make it useful for a wide 

range of applications in laboratory, and for prototyping in research, though 

it may not be the ultimate material used in large-scale manufacturing [37-

39]. 
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1.2.2 Solid core and liquid cladding 
 

A first example of an optofluidic device is the fabrication of a waveguide 

consisting of a solid core and a liquid cladding (SCLC) [29] represented in 

the fig. 1.6 below. 

 

 
Fig. 1.6. Cross-section of a SCLC waveguide [29]. 

 

The fabrication of this guide takes place by placing successive layers of 

silicon. Starting with a wafer of Si, it is placed in the air and the 

recombination of pending ties with oxygen creating a thin layer SiO2 on 

which subsequently another layer of silicon was deposited. Through a dry 

etching it’s obtained a rectangular guide in silicon with a higher refractive 

index (n = 3) and surrounding it, there is LC (n = 1.60). Subsequently, a 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) structure was created to cover the upper 

part and the side walls of the structure. The LC were filled by capillarity 

through the use of micro- fluidic pumps. The mechanism of propagation 

of the light beam in most of these structures is based on the principle of 

internal reflection. A small fraction of the light tends to disperse in these 

types of structures, called evanescent waves, due to the non-perfect 

relative cladding to the external liquid that can vary its index of refraction 

if subjected to great powers. Depending on the geometry and the 

combination of materials used in the guide, we can have single-mode or 
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multimode transmission, or in other words we have the fundamental way 

or its degenerations depending on the quasi TE or TM polarization that 

crosses the structure. The advantage of these structures is to have the core 

as a solid part, very easy to make and a geometry that can be scaled at will. 

In fig. 1.6 it is shown how, when the refractive index changes, a consistent 

variation of light propagation occurs in this type of guide. Obviously, the 

variation of the refractive index is due to multiple internal causes, that is, 

from the material itself, or from external factors, perhaps impurities 

introduced during the filling process.  

 

 
Fig. 1.7. Confinement of the guide mode according to the dimension of the core relative 

to a rectangular guide with the refractive index of the core n = 1.56 corresponds to the 

refractive index of the SU-8 surrounded by a liquid with refractive index n = 1.45, the 

wavelength of the light beam is 1.55 μm [29]. 

 

As can be seen from the fig. 1.7 we have that the confinement mode 

decreases from 95% of a 2 μm guide to an 18% with an increase of the 

overlap between the core and the liquid mode. This, however, comes at 

the expense of an increase in mode size to more than 3 μm because the 

waveguide becomes weakly guided. 
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1.2.3 Liquid core and solid cladding 
 

As seen in the previous paragraph the disadvantage of the SCLC 

structures is related to the dispersion of the guided modes in the liquid 

that functions as a cladding structure, as showed in fig. 1.7. To ensure a 

solution to this problem, research groups are attempting to fabricate 

devices that use a liquid core (LCW) and solid cladding as shown in the 

fig. 1.8 [29]. These are prototypes very similar to the device of this thesis 

[37]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.8. Example of a three-channel optical switch using polymeric waveguides. 

Channels a), b), c) made up of PDMS are shown in which a contrast liquid, not used for 

optical transmission, has been introduced to show the individual channels. Next, d), e), 

f) optical myographies of the cross-section of the end of the micro-fluidic channels, 

while the white arrows indicate the position of the ends of the branches of the channel 

[31]. 

 

A different approach of LCW is the defined structure "Arrow", shown in 

fig. 1.9. The anti-resonant reflection wave guide (ARROW) [38-39], the 

border of light in the core is obtained through an interferential 

phenomenon in the cladding layers. Each of the cladding is designed 

appropriately to act as a highly reflective Fabry-Perot mirror at the specific 
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wavelength. Silicon nitride and silicon dioxide, first and second cladding 

respectively, are compatible with the standard processes widely used in 

microtechnology processes. By using the advantages of the integrated 

PDMS-based microfluidic chip to process the fluid sample, the authors 

demonstrated a LOD of 0.2 pfu/mL, comparable with other amplification-

free methods like PCR analysis and more than four orders of magnitude 

lower than other chip-based approaches. Some uses of these structures are 

for biomolecular detection to distinguishing analyte signals from 

unwanted background. In this case and in contrast to the previous 

examples the waveguide does not base its operation on propagation 

according to the TIR theory but on a totally different approach due to the 

structure with which it is constructed. This guide is fabricated by 

superimposing several dielectric planes that perform the cladding 

function for which they are produced [38-39].  

 

 

Fig 1.9. Pictures taken at SEM. Hollow-core ARROWs with a) rectangular and b) arch 

shaped cross-section [38-39]. 

  

1.2.4 Liquid Core and Liquid Cladding 
 

In addition to the previous waveguides, 2L (Liquid-Liquid optical devices) 

guides can be created, although they are not very widespread, and have 

undoubted advantages [40-44]. These devices are so called because they 
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consist of two or more channels in which the core and the cladding are 

liquid, fig. 1.10 a) and b). The rest of the device is made of polymers, to 

have an optical confinement, of the incoming beam thanks to the different 

indices of refraction of the liquids. The operation of these guides is based 

on the modification to the interface due to the variation of the flow 

between the two liquids which determines a variation of the path of the 

light beam inside the guide itself. 

 

 

Fig. 1.10. a) Schematic representation of b) experimental setup for focusing light 

through liquid core and liquid cladding. The input light is at 633 nm and the aperture is 

formed by two channels filled with black ink after fabrication [27-28]. 

 

The waveguides are easily reconfigurable, due to the mixture composition 

of the medium can be reversibly tuned by adjusting the flow rates of the 

liquids or tunable in wavelength and intensity [47-49] to achieve the result 

expected. Unlike other types of optical guides, these do not require high 

precision manufacturing methods, since microfluidic systems are the same 

laminar flow that guarantees excellent fluidity between the interfaces. It is 

very easy to obtain the desired refractive index by carefully selecting the 

desired liquid thanks to the immiscibility of liquids and the extreme ease 
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of production of the channels, as they are produced, as shown in fig. 1.11 

a) and b). 

 

 

Fig. 1.11. a) Top view and b) side view of the microfluidic channel [27-28]. 

 

One of the common characteristics of the 2L  optofluidic devices is that of 

being able to replenish the liquids already present, since having lost their 

intrinsic characteristics or because they become incompatible due to use. 

This can be explained if lasers are used as light sources. After a few 

seconds, they can make the liquid unusable due to a "bleaching" of the 

same and consequent variation of the refractive index. To overcome this 

problem, a few sets of open channels are used to refill the liquids in order 

to maintain the operation of the device according to specifications. To 

redesign a device from scratch like the guides seen in the first two cases 

may not always be easy and risk-free. The switching time of liquids as 

already underlined is of the order of a few seconds, too slow for the current 

optical applications. As already pointed out in the previous points, it is not 

necessary to use a very high manufacturing process to obtain smooth 

surfaces in which the liquids must be infiltrated, since using flows with a 

low Reynolds coefficient, and there are no scattering problems between 

the liquid interfaces. If we examine the devices with liquid core and solid 
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cladding the only irregularities we can have are exclusively in the 

production of the channels in polymers. 
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Conclusions 

 

Optofluidics is a rapidly growing field. The evolution of optics and 

microfluidics combinations are numerous and exciting to explore, we can 

reasonably expect this field to continue its rapid growth over the next 

decade. Optofluidics have brought about new and potentially better ways 

to build or use established optical structures and devices. The range of 

light-matter interaction mechanisms is remarkably broad, to name a few 

of these mechanisms such as fluorescence, phosphorescence, Raman 

scattering, polarization, elastic scattering, refraction, second harmonic 

generation, and stimulated emission. These mechanisms form the basis of 

optical sensing methods that are broadly used for chemical and biological 

sensing, because of their fast response and high specificity and sensitivity 

that are ideal for sensing applications [28].  

Several studies concerning Arrow waveguides have revealed that the 

fundamental propagation loss (FPL) depends on the geometry. For 

instance, Testa et al. [42] have reported an FPL (at λ= 635 nm) of 

10.56 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 5.22 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 for an Arrow guide cross section of 5 x 8 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐 

and 5 x 10 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐, respectively. D. Yin et al. [43] achieved an FPL equal to 0.26 

𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (at 633 nm and for a 4.5 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐2 cross section). Finally, S. K. Fan et al. 

[44] have investigated the effect of core and cladding material 

concentrations on the FPL of 𝐿𝐿2 waveguides (at 555 nm). Specifically, they 

employed γ-butyrolactone (GBL, 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐= 1.4341, 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 39) as core medium, 

while different concentrations of R6G silicone oil (𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐= 1.401, 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 

= 2.5) functioned as cladding liquid. Needless to say, the propagation loss 

turned out to increase as the concentration of the cladding liquid into the 
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core GBL is raised. Indeed, FPL values of 2.09, 2.33 and 2.68 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 were 

measured for R6G concentration equal to 0.01, 0.1 and 1 mm, respectively.  
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Chapter 2: Liquid Crystals 
 

2.1 Overview 
 

LC were discovered at the end of the 19th century, thanks to studies 

performed by the Austrian botanist Reinitzer on cholesterol benzoate. He 

realized that the substance that he was examining, presented two different 

melting points. The first formation presented a rather translucent liquid 

phase, and a second characterization showed limpidity when the 

temperature was increased. From Reinitzer's experiments, it was clear that 

it was possible to have many types of phases, more commonly called 

mesophases, which define the properties of the LC as a function of 

temperature variation in correlation with the geometry of the molecule. In 

a crystalline solid, the atoms have a defined position. In an isotropic liquid, 

the molecules do not have positional order. In LC, the molecules are 

asymmetric and have a particular shape depending on the type of LC. If a 

sample is in the crystalline phase when it is heated, above a certain critical 

temperature, reaches the crystalline liquid mesophase. In this state, the 

three-dimensional positional order is lost partly or entirely while the 

molecules remain oriented towards a common direction [50]. 

 

2.2 Types of mesophase 
 

LC are classified according to how they change their mesophases. If 

dissolved in a solvent at a given concentration, they are lyotropic but if 

mesophases are generated from temperature changes we have a 

thermotropic LC. In general, these LC have found important applications 
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in photonic and optoelectronic devices. Lyotropic ones are used in 

cosmetics and biological applications [51-52]. 

 

2.2.1 Thermotropic LC 
 

The fundamental characteristic of LC is their geometric anisotropy, as 

shown in fig. 2.2. An example of a calamitic molecule is the 4-pentyl-4-

cyanobiphenyl molecule (5CB) synthesized around the '70s and it has been 

widely used since it is chemically very stable and has a nematic phase at 

room temperature (25 ℃). These molecules show a large electric dipole 

moment that aligns along the molecular axis of the crystal. This 

particularity makes them extremely susceptible to variations in 

electromagnetic fields and for this reason it is used for optoelectronic 

applications. The presence of a rigid and anisotropic central nucleus 

defines different optical properties. The achiral molecules, such as CB5, 

show a reflection symmetry, contrary to achiral molecules that have no 

reflection like CB15 [50]. Both of these types of LC are depicted in fig. 2.1. 

 

 

Fig 2.1. The structural formulas of the two molecules 5CB and CB15 are showns [50]. 
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2.2.2 Main crystalline mesophases 
 

The figure below shows various mesophases characterizing all the 

thermotropic LC as a function of temperature variations. The phases differ 

from each other for the positional and orientational order of the director’s 

LC represented by the vector 𝑛𝑛� named director. The molecules are arranged 

on a periodic lattice along three directions determined by three 

crystallographic vectors 𝑎𝑎�, 𝑏𝑏�, �̂�𝑐. The orientation of the molecules is referred 

as Cartesian coordinates 𝑥𝑥�, 𝑦𝑦�, �̂�𝑧, as shown in fig. 2.2 [50]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2. Mesophasis of a calamitic LC. The director 𝑛𝑛� defines the average orientation of 

the molecules of the LC [53]. 

 

2.2.3 Crystalline solid phase 
 

It is characterized by having both a positional and an orientational order of 

crystalline solids and is the first phase in fig. 2.2. 

 

2.2.4 Smectic C phase 
 

This phase is generally indicated by the letters 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 in which molecules are 

arranged on overlapping layers, but the molecular average axes are aligned 

in such a way as to form an angle θ with the normal layers. The angle thus 

formed indicates that the inclination breaks the rotation symmetry. If 𝑥𝑥� 

indicates the axis that is perpendicular to the director. The 𝑥𝑥�, and 𝑦𝑦�, 
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directions are no longer equivalent. As a consequence, the macroscopic 

properties of the LC can no longer be represented through a uniaxial axis 

but instead serve two axes, described from two tensors [50].  

 

2.2.5 Smectic A phase 
 

In this phase, indicated with the letters 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴, the molecule’s centers of gravity 

are distributed on overlapping layers, and they are parallel to the plane 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦� ,. 

The presence of these layers was observed during an X-ray analysis, in 

which the images produced Bragg peaks. This mesophase has a positional 

order compared to nematic LC where the molecules in each layer can move 

freely. This behavior is the same as a fluid, but molecules are not allowed 

to have transitions between one layer and another because in the nematic 

phase, there are no layers. The orientation of the molecules in a smectic 

phase presents a spatial periodicity along the z-axis perpendicular to the 

other layers and the molecules orient themselves along the direction 

parallel to the normal axis. Generally, the dimensions of these layers are of 

the order of some tens of angstroms and the viscosity of these materials is 

slightly higher than those of nematic LC and also do not have ferroelectric 

properties [50]. 

 

2.2.6 Nematic phase 
 

In this configuration, conventionally indicated by the letter N, the gravity 

centers of the molecules are arranged randomly in space, in other terms, 

there is no positional order. The molecular axes are aligned along a 

common direction identified by the vector 𝑛𝑛�. The presence of a privileged 

direction, represented by the direction of the director’s LC, defines the 
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average direction of all the molecules of the LC, making the system 

macroscopically anisotropic and uniaxial. The name of the parallel index 

refers to the refractive index of the LC when the polarized lightwave’s axis 

is parallel to the director 𝑛𝑛�, and corresponds to the extraordinary index in 

a bulk sample of aligned LC. The index of refraction that is seen by a wave 

polarized perpendicular to the director 𝑛𝑛�, takes the name of perpendicular 

index that corresponds to the ordinary index in a bulk sample of aligned 

LC [50]. 

 

2.2.7 Isotropic phase 
 

At this stage the centers of gravity of the molecules are randomly 

distributed, and therefore all the macroscopic properties such as electrical 

conductivity or magnetic permeability, are isotropic [50]. If the LC are used 

as dielectric medium, the isotropic phase is the only mesophase that can fill 

capillars since in a LC mesophase has a higher viscosity and density than 

water [53]. 

 

2.3 LC interaction with surfaces and modelization 
 

2.3.1 Surface interaction 
 

The molecules of LC tend to orient themselves along a common direction 

identified through the director 𝑛𝑛�. In the absence of interactions with 

external fields there are no privileged directions in space and the director's 

orientation can be indeterminate. The isotropy of space is broken only if 

external electric or magnetic fields are present, in this case the director 

orients himself along the direction that minimizes the energy. The free 
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energy per surface unit depends on the director's orientation and is 

minimal only at one or more privileged directions defined as easy axes. 

These two axes depend on the type of material with which it comes into 

contact. The orientation of the director in contact with the surface is 

determined through two angles: the zenith 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 and the azimuth 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠that 

respectively indicate the position perpendicular to the z axis and parallel 

to the contact surface’s x axis as indicted in fig. 2.3. 

 

 
Fig. 2.3. Coordinate system defining the microscopic order parameter of a nematic LC 

molecule, in which i, j, k are the molecular axes, and 𝑛𝑛� defines the average direction of 

LC alignment [50]. 

 

The orientation of the easy axes, on the other hand, is determined by two 

angles, 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 and 𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓. If the medium in contact with the LC is an isotropic 

medium, such as glass or air, there are no preferred directions but the 

surface is uniquely identified by the vector 𝑘𝑘� that is perpendicular to the 

surface. The interaction energy between LC and the contact medium 

depends only on the angle 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 and must be independent of the angle 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠, [50]. 

There can be three possible cases:  

• energy is minimized if 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 = 𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓= 0. In this case, the director orients 

himself perpendicular to the surface. The configuration is called 

homeotropic [50].  
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• energy is minimized by 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠= 𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓 with 0 < 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓  < 90 °. The director is 

oriented along any direction that can define the easy angle 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 with 

the normal to the surface. The director will then orient himself 

preferentially along any direction that lies on a cone that has an 

opening of 2𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓. This configuration is defined as conical [50].  

• the minimum energy for 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠=𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓= 90 °. The director is oriented along 

any direction in the plane of the surface and we have a defined 

planar orientation [50].  

 

If there is an anisotropic medium, the energy of interaction depends on the 

two angles 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 and  𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓 and it is minimized at well-defined values. In fact, 

the LC move along a determined 𝑥𝑥� axis and the director will orientate itself 

preferentially along this direction forming a null angle with the surface, 

homogeneous planar orientation, or a non-zero angle 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 called “pre-tilt”. 

In practical applications using LC, slides re-coated with a thin layer of high 

chemical stability polymeric materials, with thicknesses between 10 and 

100 nm or slightly more, and a few drops of LC are deposited on these 

layers. Subsequently, the slide is rotated on a spinner and the drops spread 

uniformly [54-56]. The solvent evaporates and leaves a thin layer deposited 

on the surface on which a velvet cloth is rubbed. With this technique it is 

possible to provide a homogeneous orientation of the LC with pretilt angles 

that can vary between 5° and 20° degree, depending on the application. The 

drawback lies in the fact that, due to the friction, electric charges are left on 

the surface of the polymer and they can interact with a possible 

electromagnetic field facilitating the deterioration of the sample. Also small 

particles of dust can be incorporated during the process on the surface 

leading to a perturbation of the director. To overcome these problems 
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today, the lithographic technique is used through the use of a 

photosensitive polymer. This layer is irradiated with polarized UV rays 

which induce molecular transitions that lead to a reorganization of the 

polymer chains along the axis perpendicular to the electric field of the 

incident wave [50]. 

 

2.3.2 Elastic Energy 
 

The energy of molecules is mutually influenced [50]. If they are in the 

sphere of interaction of the molecule itself of radius 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 = 5 − 10 nm, we 

can define an expression of the free elastic energy per unit of volume in the 

form of Taylor development in the director's space derivatives 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

, 

calculated up to the terms of the second order from which: 

 

0 , , , ,
ji l

el i j i j l m
j j m

nn nF F a b
x x x

∂∂ ∂
= + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

∂ ∂ ∂
   (2.1) 

 

Where 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚 represent the tensors of the system taken into 

consideration i, j, l, and m are values that vary between 1 and 3. However, 

the eq (2.1) must satisfy the properties of symmetry of the LC, in particular, 

the elastic force 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 must remain the same if the system rotates around the 

director when it is inverted. According to the Oseen-Frank formalism, eq. 

(2.2), the energy associated with an elastic deformation can be formalized 

through the sum of three contributions related to as many macroscopic 

distortions that the crystals can undergo, such as splay (𝑘𝑘11), twist (𝑘𝑘22), or 

bend (𝑘𝑘33). As shown in the fig. 2.4: 
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Fig. 2.4. In the figure we have represented the three possible distortions that can occur in a 
nematic LC [50]. 

 

Since the elastic free energy of a LC must be minimal when the director is 

oriented uniformly throughout the space, the eq. (2.2) must be defined 

positive and the constants 𝑘𝑘11, 𝑘𝑘22, 𝑘𝑘33 must be positive [50]. 

 

2.3.3 Anchoring Energy 
 

In the case in which LC enter in contact with surfaces, the latter would exert 

moments of strength that would tend to orient it along one of the two easy 

axes. The intensity of these orientating pairs is defined by a physical 

parameter called anchoring energy. This corresponds to the work per unit 

on the surface that must be applied so the director of the LC can rotate 

starting from the orientation of the easy axis identified by the two angles 

𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓, 𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓up to a different orientation identified by the angles of surface 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 and 

𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠.The expression of the anchor energy is defined as: 
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( , )a a s sW W θ ϕ= ⋅      (2.3) 

 

In most cases, it is interesting to know how anchoring energy of LC varies 

when one of the two angles is kept fixed and equal to the value of the easy 

axis and the other is made to vary. In these cases, 𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 becomes a single 

function and we talk about zenith anchoring energy 𝑊𝑊(𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠) = 𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠,𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓) or 

azimuthal anchoring energy 𝑊𝑊(𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠) = 𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 ,𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠). The functions 𝑊𝑊(𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠) and 

𝑊𝑊(𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠) depend on the type of surfaces and must be defined every time. 

There is a function proposed a few decades ago by Rapini and Papoular 

[57]: 

 

2
0

1( ) sin ( )
2 fW x W x x= ⋅ ⋅ −     (2.4) 

 

in which 𝑥𝑥 = 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 or 𝑥𝑥 = 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠, 𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 = 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 or 𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 = 𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓 represent the terms in the case 

of zenith or azimuthal anchorage. 𝑊𝑊0 ( 𝐽𝐽
𝑚𝑚2) defines the anchoring coefficient 

that has the dimensions of an energy per unit of surface. 1
2
𝑊𝑊0 defines the 

work that must be performed to rotate the director 90 ° with respect to the 

easy axis on a surface per unit area. However, in many cases the surface 

interactions are very strong and even if an intense electric or magnetic field 

is applied, it is not possible in any way to move the director from the axis. 

In this case we can write the 2.2 through a parabolic expression: 

 

2
0

1( ) ( )
2 fW x W x x= ⋅ ⋅ −     (2.5) 
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If we want to calculate the moment of force per unit of surface that is 

exerted by the same on the director, it is sufficient to derive the anchor 

energy with respect to the angle x. By deriving the 2.3 we get: 

 

0
1 sin[2( )]
2a f

dW W x x
dx

Γ = − = − ⋅ −     (2.6) 

 

In the case of strong anchorage we have: 

 

0 sin[( )]a f
dW W x x
dx

Γ = − = − ⋅ −     (2.7) 

 

Therefore 𝑊𝑊0  expresses a direct measure of the elastic recall pairs’ intensity 

that tends to orient the director along the easy axis. The pairs will be 

linearly linked to 𝑊𝑊0. The higher the value of the latter, the more the return 

pairs must be applied to ensure that the director can be moved effortlessly 

from the easy axis. The measured value of 𝑊𝑊0 is about 410−  ( 𝐽𝐽
𝑚𝑚2) and in this 

case we speak of strong anchorage. If we have 510−  ( 𝐽𝐽
𝑚𝑚2) then we have weak 

anchorage [50]. 

 

2.3.4 Dielectric properties of LC 
 

If LC are under the effect of an electric field 𝐸𝐸�,[50], they polarize, acquiring 

a dipole moment per unit of volume 𝑃𝑃�. Assuming the condition of 

anisotropy, the polarization vector will be: 

 

0 ,P Eβα α βε χ= ⋅ ⋅     (2.8) 
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𝜀𝜀0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum, 𝜒𝜒𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽 dimensionless tensor of the 

dielectric susceptibility not parallel to the electric field. The induction vector 

𝐷𝐷� will be equal to: 

 

0 ,D Eβα βε ε= ⋅ ⋅     (2.9) 

 

with 𝜀𝜀𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽 being the dielectric tensor. With a nematic or skeptical LC A, the 

system has a rotation symmetry around the director 𝑛𝑛�. This implies that the 

electrical tensor will be diagonal if it is orthogonal respect to the �̂�𝑧 axis. The 

elements of the tensor matrix are 𝜀𝜀11 and 𝜀𝜀22and they are equal to each 

other. When the electric field 𝜀𝜀⊥ is precisely perpendicular to the director, 

we can define the 𝜀𝜀⊥ as the first and second element of matrix tensor’s 

diagonal for the perpendicular component of the field. When it is parallel 

we have 𝜀𝜀33 = 𝜀𝜀∥. The dielectric tensor will be defined as: 
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   − 
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 (2.10) 

 

All LC are composed of atoms and molecules that self-assemble in different 

crystalline symmetries. For this reason they are called anisotropies. If a 

polarized light affects the LC, it will be reflected according to the 

polarization state of the crystal at that precise moment. 𝑛𝑛�1,𝑛𝑛�2,𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝑛𝑛�3 define 

the components of the director 𝑛𝑛� of the LC respectively for the axes 𝑥𝑥,� 𝑦𝑦,� 𝑧𝑧,� 

and the result of the propagation will be linked to the three indices. The 

axis z is the axis along which the wave propagates. If 𝑛𝑛1 ≠ 𝑛𝑛2 then the 
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crystal is called biaxial. In the case where 𝑛𝑛�1 = 𝑛𝑛�2 the crystal will be 

uniaxial. If 𝑛𝑛�3 > 𝑛𝑛�1,𝑛𝑛�2the crystal will be called positive or biaxial positive, 

otherwise with 𝑛𝑛�3 < 𝑛𝑛�1,𝑛𝑛�2 it will be negative or negative biaxial. In the case 

of a uniaxial LC, like nematic LC, if 𝑛𝑛�1 = 𝑛𝑛�2 these indices are defined as 

ordinary index 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 and extraordinary 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐. The ellipsoid of the indices, fig. 

2.5, is a graphical method that allows to easily identify the orientation of 

the two polarizations and their velocities. This surface derives from the 

following equation: 

 

2 2 2

2 2 2
1 2 3

1x y z

n n n
+ + =

  

    (2.11) 

 

 
Fig. 2.5. Ellipsoid of indices for a planar wave polarized along the s axis in a uniaxial 
crystal in which we also visualized the refractive indices of the crystal 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 [50]. 

 

We can therefore express the indices of refraction according to the diagonal 

components of the dielectric tensor given by simple relationships: 

 

  

1 11 2 22 3 33,   ,   ,n n nε ε ε= = =    (2.12) 
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If we consider the propagation axis along the direction 𝑘𝑘�   as shown in fig. 

2.5, we observe that two polarization vectors are generated: one along the 

plane 𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧�, the other along the plane 𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧�. Therefore, we have two waves, one 

independent of the propagation angle: 

 

( )o on nθ =     (2.13) 

 

And the other dependent: 

 

2 2 2 2 2( )
[ cos ( ) sin ( )]

e o
e

e o

n nn
n n

θ
θ θ

⋅
=

⋅ + ⋅
   (2.14) 

 

2.3.5 Electro-Optic effect in LC 
 

Generally speaking, [50], the distortion of the molecules of LC can occur 

thanks also to an electromagnetic wave coming from a light source such as 

a laser or through a voltage applied to electrodes made on the device [15]. 

In the first case there is no appreciable change in the index of refraction, as 

it could be obtained by applying the electromagnetic field alone [52-53]. 

The latter process alters the optical properties of the medium. In the 

presence of an applied field, the ellipsoid of the indices seen previously 

become: 
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(2.15) 
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where the coefficient � 1
𝑐𝑐2
�
𝑖𝑖
 depends on the electric field 𝐸𝐸�. If it is null, the 

consequence is that the first three indices are different from zero and the 

others are null. The response of the nematic LC director to external stresses 

generated by an electric field depends on dielectric anisotropy. For the 

positive one-sided LC, the director will tend to align in parallel with the 

field propagation vector. In the case of a negative one, it will follow another 

direction forming a tilt angle with the field propagation vector, as shown 

in the fig. 2.6. 

 

 
Fig 2.6. Example of alignment of a nematic LC subject without and with an external 

electric field, respectively on the left and on the right [1]. 

 

If we want to produce an orientation of the director we could use positive 

uniaxial nematic LC with a planar alignment or, as simulated in this thesis, 

a negative one with a homotopic alignment. In this last case, only some 

molecules have a direction assigned through a pre-tilt angle. All the others 

are free to move in all directions. In any case, when using LC, it is necessary 

to keep in mind that they are treated according to the uses which vary their 

mechanical properties. One example is when the elastic constant or the 
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dielectric anisotropy Δε seen previously is modified to have a better 

response in the orientational variation of the molecules [50]. 

 

2.3.6 Free energy and torque by electric and magnetic fields 
 

For a generally applied electric field [50], such as 𝐸𝐸�, the displacement 𝐷𝐷� can 

be written in the form: 

 

( ) ( )D E n E nε ε ε⊥ ⊥= ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅


     (2.16) 

 

the electric interaction energy density is therefore: 

 

2

0

1 ( ) ( )
2 2

E

E D d E E E n Eεµ ε⊥
∆

= − ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅∫    (2.17) 

 

the first term on the right-hand side of eq. (2.17) is indipendent of the 

orientation of the director axis. It can therefore be neglected in the director 

axis deformation energy. Accordingly, the free-energy density term 

associated with the application of an electric field is given by: 

 

2( )
2EF n Eε∆

= − ⋅ ⋅     (2.18) 

 

the molecular torque produced by the electric field is given by: 

 

( ) ( )E D E n E n EεΓ = × = ∆ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×     (2.19) 
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similar consideration for the magnetic field yield a magnetic energy density 
term 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚 given by: 

 

2 2

0 00

1 1 ( )
2 2

M
m m

mU B dM B n Bχ χ
µ µ⊥= − ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅∆ ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅∫   (2.20) 

 

a magnetic free-energy density, associated with the director axis 

reorientation, 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 given by  

 

2

0

1 ( )
2

m
mF n Bχ

µ
= ⋅∆ ⋅ ⋅

⋅
    (2.21) 

 

and a magnetic torque density: 

 

( ) ( )m
E M H n H n HχΓ = × = ∆ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅     (2.22) 

 

these electric and magnetic torque play a central role in various field 

induced effects in LC [50].  

 

2.3.7 Freedericksz transition revisited 
 

Consider the three tipical aligned nematic LC cells depicted in figure, 

corresponding to planar, homeotropic, and twisted of nematic LC of 

positive anisotropy. With the applied electric field shown, they correspond 

to the splay, bend and twist deformation. In the first and second cases, 

substantial director axis reorientation involves some combination of splay 

and bend deformations. Pure splay and bend deformations are 
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characterized by elastic constants 𝑘𝑘11 and 𝑘𝑘33respectevely, occur only for 

small reorientation. The twist deformation is the “pure” deformation in 

contrast to the other two deformations, and depend from the 𝑘𝑘22, constant 

[50]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.7. Geometry for observing a) Splay deformation, b) Bend deformation c) twist 

deformation. The upper row shows the initial orientation, and the bottom row shows the 
deformation when the field exceeds the threshold values [50]. 

 

2.3.7.1 Case 1: One elastic constant approximation. 
 

For the simplest case under one-elastic -constant approximation and 

strong boundary anchoring condition, the free energy of the nematic LC 

layer can be obtained by integrating over the sample thickness d: 
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θ ε θ

π
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where θ is the reorientation angle, k the elastic constant, 𝐸𝐸� the applied 

field, and Δε = 𝜀𝜀‖ − 𝜀𝜀⊥. The solution of eq. (2.23), can be obtained using a 

standard variation method: 

 
2 2

2 sin( ) cos( ) 0
4

k E
z
θ ε θ θ

π
∂ ∆
⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =
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   (2.24) 

 

The relation between the reorientation handle and the external field can be 

derived by integrating the equation above: 

 

2
2
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cos(2 )
8

m

d c E d
k

θ ε θ θ
π
∆ = + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∫    (2.25) 

 

𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 is the maximum reorientation angle. Constant c can be determined by 

minimizing the energy G, then can be derived the final expression relating 

𝜃𝜃 and E: 

 

2
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2 4 [sin ( ) sin ( )]

m

m

E d d F k
k

θε θ
π θ θ
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The right-hand side of eq. (2.25) is an elliptic integral of the first kind, 

which is tabulated for values of 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 < 1. For small reorientation 

angles the elliptic integral can be expanded as a series. eq. (2.25), can be 

approximated to the second-order: 
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Eq. (2.27) shows that a deformation with 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 ≠ 0 occurs only if the external 
fields exceed the threshold 𝐸𝐸 > 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓, where: 

 

1/24( )f
kE

d
π π
ε

⋅ ⋅
= ⋅

∆
    (2.28) 

 

From the eq. (2.28) the Freedericksz threshold voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 = 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑑𝑑 =

(4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

)1/2 ∙ 𝜋𝜋 is indipendent of sample thickness. For small director 

orientation, the maximum reorientation angle 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 may be obtained from 

eq. (2.27) [50]: 

 

211 sin ( )
4 m

F

V
V

θ= + ⋅     (2.29) 

 

2.3.7.2 Case 2: Freedericksz transition voltage including elastic 
anisotropies. 

 

Taking into account the anisotropic properties of the elastic constant (i.e. 

different 𝑘𝑘11,𝑘𝑘22, 𝑘𝑘33) eq. (2.24) becomes: 
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we can obtain: 
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where:  

 

33 11

11

k k
k

κ −
=     (2.32) 

 

and the Freedericksz transition voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 = (4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

)1/2𝜋𝜋 [50]. 

 

2.3.7.3 Case 3: Freedericksz transition voltage including elastic 
conductivity. 

 

If nematic LC layer is conductive as a result of dopants or presence of 

impurities, eq. (2.30) changes slightly under the influence of electrical 

conductivity. The maximum reorientation angle 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 is described by: 
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where 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 = (4∙𝜋𝜋∙𝜋𝜋
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)1/2𝜋𝜋, 𝜅𝜅 = 𝜋𝜋33−𝜋𝜋11
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 accounts for elastic anisotropy, and 
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    (2.34) 

 

with 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐 = 4 ∙ 𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝜎𝜎⊥
𝛥𝛥⊥

. The Freedericksz transition voltage is identical to the 

case of nonconducting nematic LC. However, the presence of electrical 

conductivity does affect the director orientation for external voltage above 

threshold. For voltage above threshold 𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹, the LC deformation depends on 

the ratio of elastic constants 𝜋𝜋33
𝜋𝜋11

, on the electric conductivity, and on the 
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applied frequency. For very high frequency 𝜔𝜔 → ∞ the coefficient a→ 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥⊥

 

the nematic LC becomes nonconductive. But for very low frequency         

𝜔𝜔 → 0 the coefficient a→ 𝛥𝛥𝜎𝜎
𝜎𝜎⊥

, the electric conductivity becomes dominant 

[50]. 

 

2.4 LC in photonic applications 
 

LC are promising materials suitable for the fabrication of optical switches 

both in free-space and waveguided structures. Their transparency in the 

near infrared spectrum, high birefringence, refractive index ranging 

between 1.4 and 1.6, are just a few characteristics that make LC ideal as 

active material for silica optical fibers, lasers, and low loss optical 

waveguides (e.g. glass, silica on silicon, polymers). As Maune et al. have 

demonstrated [54], nematic LC (E63 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 1.744, 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 1.517 at 589 nm) 

crystals allow to electrically control the cladding refractive index of the 

ring resonator. For instance, the authors achieved a maximum resonance 

shift of about 0.22 𝜇𝜇m (at 1.55 𝜇𝜇m by applying 20 V) on SOI wafers with 

top silicon thickness of 205 nm, oxide thickness of 1 𝜇𝜇m, ring radius of 5 

𝜇𝜇m, and ring and waveguide widths of 500 nm, whose picture is reported 

in fig. 2.8 

 

 
Fig. 2.8. SEM top view of ring resonator with modulation electrodes at the edges of the 

pictures [54].  
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Besides, M. Humar et al. [55] have introduced whispering-gallery-mode 

(WGM) resonators based on nematic LC (E 12 with a refractive index of 

𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 1.74 and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 1.52 ) droplets infiltrated into PDMS microcavities, fig. 

2.9. They have been able to achieve a resonant frequency tunability two 

orders of magnitude higher than classical solid state microresonators. Such 

a large resonance frequency shift has been attained through electric field-

induced structural distortions of the birefringent LC resonator medium. 

Indeed, nematic LC microresonators have shown a resonance shift of 

about of 20 nm (at 600 nm by applying 2.6 V) Q-factors as high as 12,000 

for 33-mm diameter droplets. 

 

 
Fig. 2.9. a) E12 droplet inside the PDMS microcavity, b) photo taken with crossed 

polarizer [55]. 

 

LCs have been also employed as top cladding material in others type of 

ring resonators. In fact, De Cort et al. [56] devised ring resonators 

operating in the C-band, fig. 2.10. Their TM ring resonator has showed 

variable Q-factors according to the electric potential difference.). Such a 

voltage dependence can be explained by taking into account the re-

orientation of LC molecules located into the cladding part of the device. In 
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details, the Q-factor associated to the TM and TE has showed show a slope 

change (from negative to positive) at about 100 V. Minimum values 

detected for the TM and TE Q-factors are 4000 and 8500, respectively. On 

the other hand, the maximum values are 10000 (TM) and 17000 (TE). Also, 

the tunability range and the direction of the resonant frequency shift have 

proved to depend on the polarization state of the impinging radiation. 

Specifically, for the TM-polarized light a red-shift of 31 nm has been found, 

whereas a blue shift of 4.5 nm has been observed for the TE-polarized.  

 

 
Fig. 2.10 depicts a cross section of the SOI ring resonator with LC used as cladding [56]. 

 

SOI-based waveguides can be combined with LCs to shift the phase of the 

input electromagnetic radiation instead of the frequency. For instance, 

Pfeifle et al. [57] has demonstrated that a 1-(trans-4Hexylcyclohexyl)-4-

isothoicyanatebenzene-coated SOI waveguide is able to produce a phase 

shift of 35 π with a drive voltage of 5 V at 1500 nm. The device, fig. 2.11 

was characterized by a high level of miniaturization. Indeed, the overall 

waveguide length hasn’t exceeded the 100 μm.  
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Fig. 2.11. Sketch of a slot waveguide in which the LC covers all the structure [57]. 

 

C. Levallois et al. [58] have fabricated and characterized a VCSEL laser 

made out of nanosized LC (BL 24) spacers (nano-PDLC) inserted between 

the dielectric Bragg mirror and the active region, fig. 2.12. The use of LC 

has allowed to achieve a laser emission around 1.55 μm while applying a 

170 V electric potential difference. This approach led to a tuning range of 

9.8 nm. Moreover, as the applied voltage has been raised from 0 to 170 V 

the output power has increased by 3dB. The active and tuning layer 

thicknesses have been tailored (0.7 and 6 μm respectively) in order to 

achieve high laser gains.  

 

 
Fig. 2.12. Cross section of the VCSEL using nano-droplets of PDLC [58]. 
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Another class of devices that have been already implemented by 

exploiting the LC technology are the POLICRYPS [59] (Polymer Liquid 

CRYstal Polymer Slices) Bragg diffraction gratings, fig. 2.13. The device 

has been comprised of a composite material constituted by polymer sliced 

interposed between LC (E-7) films. The LC director orientation has been 

arranged to be perpendicular to the polymer stripes when no external 

electric field is applied. The device has been dimensioned as follows: 

grating pitch 2.5 μm, thickness 4.5 μm, length 11 mm. The output signal 

after attenuation by the POLICRYPS filter has been found to be 20 dB at 

the wavelength of 1552 nm. A squared voltage waveform oscillating at 

1kHz and possessing an amplitude of 40V has been used to detect the 

optical reflection response of the filter tuned for 4nm.  

 

 
Fig. 2.13. Sketch of integrated optical filter with POLICRYPS [59]. 

 

Besides their electric tunable orientation, LC possess non-linear optical 

properties that can be exploited for second harmonic generation. Thereby, 

non-linearity can be employed for butt-coupled optical fibers and variable 

optical attenuators. For instance, V-grooved [60] LC waveguides arranged 

as reported in fig. 2.14. The device has been fabricated as follows. A 

thermally oxidized n-type Si wafer has been preferentially etched to create 
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a groove for the LC insertion. The LC has been “encapsulated” by a spin-

coated thin (50 nm) layer of Nylon. Finally, the waveguide has been 

topped with an-ITO coated borosilicate glass (refractive index 1.5116 at 

1550 nm). The orientation of the NLC director, in function of tilt (𝜃𝜃) and 

twist angle (𝜑𝜑) is depicted in figure. The device has been able to operate at 

voltages of about 5 V generating an on-off extinction ratio over 40 dB. The 

overall insertion loss was 14 dB. Such an overall loss can be de-convoluted 

into propagation and coupling losses. The largest contribution to the 14dB 

has been found to stem from the E7 LC coupling losses. 

 

 
Fig. 2.14. Schematics of a V-grooved channel waveguide [60].  
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Conclusions  
 

LC are materials which show a certain degree of ordering (positional 

and/or orientational) intermediate between liquid and solid. The majority 

of LC that are used in photonic applications are of the thermotropic type. 

Thermotropic means that the LC phase exists within a certain temperature 

interval. The excellent electro-optic properties of LC have been widely 

applied to design tunable photonic components starting from waveguide-

based devices, ring resonators, optical filters and switches and lasers also 

employing their strong optical nonlinearity [15], [60]. 
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Chapter 3: Fabrication and characterization 

of LC:PDMS waveguides  
 

3.1 Fabrication of LC:PDMS waveguides 
 

The fabrication of devices based on LC infiltrated in PDMS channels called 

LC:PDMS waveguides [15], [25], [61], is based on soft lithography 

techniques common to Microelectronics. In order to study the optical 

properties of LC:PDMS waveguides and test the NLC E7 alignment, three 

waveguide groups of 8, 10 and 15 μm widths were designed respectively. 

Each set consists of 5 micro-channels, with a length of 1 cm and a height of 

5 μm. The guide sets are equally spaced by 80 μm to avoid optical 

coupling. MicroChem's negative photoresist SU-8 2005 Microchem® was 

used to create microchannels, as shown in fig. 3.1. 

 

 
Fig 3.1. A prototype with sets of E7 nematic LC straight waveguides in PDMS [15]. 

 

To obtain the required 5 μm thick structures, a silicon wafer was used, on 

which the native oxide layer was removed by wet etching in HF. On this 2 
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cm silicon square the photoresist SU-8 was poured and was spinned by 

the spin coating machine, with three different ramps at different speeds: 

500 rpm for 5 seconds with acceleration of 500 rpm / s, a second ramp at 

3000 rpm for 30 seconds again with 500 rpm / s acceleration. The substrate 

covered with the SU-8 was heated on a heating plate for 1 minute at 65 ℃ 

and 2 minutes at 95 ℃. In the photolithography process, a UV illumination 

with a wavelength of 360 nm was used and the best results were obtained 

with an energy value of 250 mJ/cm2. A further post-exposure step was 

performed using the heating plates again for 1 minute at 65 ℃ and for 1 

minute at 95 ℃. After cooling the sample was immersed in the SU-8 

developer for 1 minute for unexposed photoresist to be removed. Initially, 

the PDMS is a non-cross-linked liquid form, with the trade name 

SYLGARD 184 of Dow Corning®. The PDMS consists of two elements: 

resin and crosslinker. These two components are mixed at room 

temperature in a 10: 1 by weight ratio. In the first step, the waveguides 

were made by pouring the liquid mixture of PDMS on the previously 

produced silicon sample. The silicon on which the liquid PDMS was 

poured was then placed in a [5 cm × 5 cm] sided box, to accommodate 3 

mm thick PDMS. Then the whole box was placed in a vacuum bell. The 

forced vacuum eliminated the bubbles created by mixing between the 

resin and the crosslinker. In the third and last step, a uniform PDMS film 

was obtained by spin coating on a carefully cleaned glass surface. In order 

to avoid air entrapment in the PDMS channels, all the prepared parts were 

placed under vacuum for 30 minutes. The samples were baked at 100 ℃ 

for 15 minutes. The PDMS with the glass substrate was kept empty for 8 

minutes, since the thickness of the latter component requires a shorter 

cooking time. The integral cooking time of the parts was calibrated to 
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obtain a reproducible PDMS to allow removal from the silicon supports 

and to be subsequently assembled without deformation. The PDMS with 

micro-channels was then removed from the mold the excess parts were 

cut. The complete assembly of the assembled sample in fig. 3.1 was finally 

baked at 80 ℃ for 60 minutes. The manufacturing process was completed 

by drilling a hole to connect the channel to the tank and to the micro-

channels through a channel perpendicular to the guide sets as shown in 

fig. 3.2. 

 

 
Fig 3.2. A fabrication process based on casting and molding techniques can be 

employed to obtain LC:PDMS. 

 

The device was then placed in a vacuum oven and baked at 80 ℃. The 

micro-channels were filled with capillarity and then cooled to room 

temperature as shown in the fig. 3.3. The NLC E7 was introduced into the 

isotropic mesophase through the vertical channels.  
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Fig 3.3. The LC is infiltrated by capillarity in the isotropic phase in the channels through 

the reservoir in a vacuum oven at 80℃. 

 

NLC filled channels show light transmission through the edges and 

appear black in the center. This is due to the homeotropic alignment of the 

NLC molecules, producing an optical delay between the polarizers only 

along the edges and not in the medium where the molecules are aligned 

perpendicular to the horizontal plane. This is due to the low-energy 

surface of PDMS, which provides a minimal contact interface between rod-

like NLC molecules and PDMS surface. Because of the unnatural 

orientation of the NLC molecule, it was not necessary to use an alignment 

layer as in most LC optical devices. This intrinsic characteristic of the 

PDMS means that production steps are minimized in the production of 

optofluidic devices and therefore increases the probability of operation of 

the device. In our samples the NLC alignment was the same for the three 

waveguide assemblies, showing the independence with respect to the 

waveguide width [15]. 

3.2 Characterization of LC:PDMS guides 

 

For the optical characterization of prototypes in LC: PDMS [15], [25], [61], 

we must first perform an examination through a polarized microscope to 

verify that all the channels, or most of them, are completely filled with the 

LC. The second test that is carried out is that of light propagation within 
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the individual guides. The characterization of polarized microscope 

observation revealed an interesting feature of the arrangement of NLC 

molecules within the PDMS channels. The PDMS surface is hydrophobic 

respect to the NLC, LC molecules are homeotropically oriented on the 

borders of the channel, i.e. are perpendicular to the PDMS channel walls. 

The channels appear black in the center and bright along the edges. In fact, 

this image determines the arrangement of the E7 LC molecules inside the 

microfluidic channels of the PDMS. This molecular arrangement occurs 

spontaneously without using any alignment layer placed on the PDMS, 

which results in a minimal contact interface between the NLC molecules 

and the surface of the PDMS itself. The LC molecules close to the PDMS 

edges create an optical delay that can be appreciated by using a polarizing 

microscope. On the other hand, the LC molecules located in the middle of 

the waveguide are homeotropically aligned and, therefore, they block the 

light path when the two polarizer are crossed. 

 

 
Fig.3.4. a) A polarizing microscope image of LC homeotropic alignment in PDMS 

channels. b) schematics of a LC:PDMS waveguide in which is represented  the LC 

homeotropical molecular orientation [25].  
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The characterization of the light transmission occurs through the use of 

lasers at different optical wavelengths. Both light sources in the visible and 

in the near infrared were used. All optical channels are able to transmit 

light in multimode propagation regime considering that the refractive 

index of the PDMS, equal to 1,406 and that the wavelength of the input 

laser is 1550 nm. The refractive index is much lower than the refractive 

indices of E7 since the optical confinement of the light wave must be 

achieved. The coupling between the light source and the sample can take 

place through the use of two fibers: one single-mode and one multimode. 

In fig. 3.5 there is a waveguide illuminated by a green light beam at the 

wavelength of 532 nm emitted by lasers atNd+3:YVO4. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5. A LC: PDMS waveguide coupled through a fiber in which a green beam 

propagates itself [25]. 

 

A similar behavior was observed considering a red light beam emitted by 

a He-Ne laser source. A DFB laser was also used to study the propagation 

in the C band of the near infrared spectrum. To study the polarization of 

the incoming electromagnetic wave it was necessary to use three retarder 
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waveplates. It was observed that light transmission is almost polarization 

independent. This phenomenon is quite unusual for an anisotropic 

medium such as LC. The output signal strength was monitored using an 

optical power meter, as shown in fig. 3.5. Through a sequence of three 

retarder plates, 𝜆𝜆
4

 , 𝜆𝜆
2

 , 𝜆𝜆
4
 , used to calibrate and to control light polarization, 

from TE mode to TM mode, at the waveguide input, which led to a 

variation of luminance intensity of only 0.3 dB as shown in fig. 3.7. 

Furthermore, it was established through the polarizer that the light beam, 

after traveling through the waveguide, showed that the bias is preserved 

during propagation in the channel. The non-variation of the incoming bias 

is related to the distribution of the non-uniform refraction index of the LC 

within the PDMS channels. In fig. 3.6 the experimental setup used for 

optical characterization of the LC:PDMS waveguides is reported [61]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 show that a polarization independent light transmission was achieved, despite 

the typical LC optical anisotropy. Measured light transmission at 1550 nm versus 

polarization in a LC:PDMS prototype [61]. 
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Fig 3.7. Light-weighted pathway with the width of 8 μm on the left and 15 μm on the 

right at the wavelength of 1550 nm. The transmission variation of only 0.35 dB has been 

observed to be the orientation of the LC [61]. 

 

3.3 Fabrication of co-planar electrodes for electro-optic 

LC:PDMS waveguides 
 

In the fabrication of the electrodes, various materials were used, such as 

Indium tin oxide (ITO), chromium (Cr), titanium-tungsten (TiW), and 

aluminium (Al). In this section each single process will have an 

introductory paragraph in which the fundamental principles of its 

technology will be explained. There will be a description of the results 

obtained through that technology to create the coplanar-electrodes. 

 

3.3.1 Fabrication of samples by evaporation process 

 

The evaporation processes [62-72] involved only a few samples because 

the temperatures reached in the vacuum chamber were at least 150-200 ℃ 

on the substrate. This involved a dilation and subsequent contraction due 

to the thermal coefficient of the PDMS which resulted in an imperfect 
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surface uniformity of the deposited material. The metals involved in the 

evaporation process were Cr and Al. The non-uniformity of the deposited 

thin films contributed to a rippled surface with the formation of metallic 

islands, visible in the fig. 3.8 a) and b) that did not allow to obtain good-

quality metal films. In the evaporation process, it was necessary to 

superimpose layers of Cr to Al to avoid linking of the Al atoms with the 

oxygen present in the deposition chamber, obtaining Al2O3, an insulating 

film instead of a conductive metal film. The Cr / Al / Cr samples were 

produced with two different thicknesses: 50/150/50 Å, but the thinness of 

the deposited layers did not allow to detect the resistivity of the latter, so 

I decided to fabricate thicker layers with 200/600/200 Å. Subsequently, the 

fragility of the samples can be guessed by the observation of the samples, 

with the deposited metal films showing a very poor adhesion to the PDMS 

substrate. For these reasons, I have judged it useless to deepen the analysis 

through the SEM. Therefore, no further characterizations have been made 

on them. 

 

 
Fig. 3.8. Picture showing a deposition by evaporation method of Cr/Al/Cr (200/600/200). 

In a) there is roughness on the surface of the metal deposition. In b) the same devices 

examined at the microscope with a lens of 10x. 
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3.3.2 Sample fabrication by sputtering process 

 

The sputtering processes [74-80] through which I made co-planar 

electrodes involved targets of ITO, Cr, and Ti-W. The depositions that 

involved the ITO were carried out at different temperatures for different 

exposure times. ITO is a widely used material in optoelectronics and 

photonics because it is a transparent conductive oxide that guarantees 

good resistivity values. In the case of electrode production through the 

evaporation process, in the sputtering process the formation of the 

superficial islands of the deposited ITO occurred. These films were made 

at various temperatures of 25 ℃, 100 ℃, 150 ℃ for different times but Cr's 

depositions were only carried out at a temperature of 25 ℃. The metal 

target available was the only one not to have created islands since it is an 

extremely ductile metal. Having characterized the samples produced at 25 

℃ through I-V measurements and having obtained a resistive behavior, I 

did not proceed to manufacture other samples for temperatures of 100 ℃, 

150 ℃. Ti-W films behaved like samples produced by the evaporation 

method, for temperatures of 25 ℃ and 100 ℃, there were a ripple formation 

on the surface of the samples. For this reason, no other characterizations 

have been made on them. 

 

3.3.3 Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) 

 

The fabrication of samples in ITO required a refinement of the process. We 

started from making thin conductive oxide films at temperatures ranging 

between 150 ℃ and 100 ℃ with various time values of 7 minutes until 

decreasing to reach 30 sec. In this case, as for the other devices made in 
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temperature, the difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion 

has led to the surface roughness equivalent to those obtained with the 

process of evaporation of Cr / Al / Cr as illustrated in the pictures 3.9 a) b) 

c) d). 

 

 
Fig. 3.9. In the images we have the samples made with different temperature values for 

different exposure times. As can be seen by decreasing the exposure times of the 

samples in combination with a reduction in temperature, there is less surface rippling 

which leads to a better surface yield. 

 

By examining ITO samples under an optical microscope, fig. 3.9, a higher 

surface uniformity was obtained for different decreasing temperatures. 

Aware of the fact that at room temperature better uniformity could be 

obtained due to the lower thermal stress, I made several samples at 25 ℃ 

but I increased the time of exposure to the sputtering process compared to 

the samples produced in the fig. 3.9 d). The samples in fig. 3.10 have a 

temporal range that varied from 30 secs up to 1.30 min in 30 sec steps. 

Subsequently, these samples were examined by SEM to determine with 

extreme precision, what the thickness of ITO made was. From the 

measurements, it was possible to establish that in just 30 seconds of 

exposure, a film of only 30 nm was obtained, with a ratio of about 1:1 

between the deposition and the exposure time, as shown in fig. 3.9: 
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Fig. 3.10. From left to right the samples produced at 25 ℃ starting from a) 30 sec. B) 1 

min. and c) 1 min and 30 sec. 

 

 
Fig. 3.11. a) On the right side we have a SEM photo of the samples that have been 

produced specifically the sample c) of the fig. 3.10. b) For each sample measured at SEM 

the surface was analyzed through the spectroscopy process, to understand the atomic 

percentages of the materials that made up the samples. 

 

In fig. 3.11 b) we also have an analysis through atomic spectroscopy for 

the determination of the elemental composition of the sample, that is, of 

the structure and quantity of the atoms that compose it, regardless of the 

information on how the atoms are linked by forming molecules or on the 

crystalline structure of the material. I-V characterizations were made and 

shown in fig. 3.12. On these samples, we had a behavior not properly 

resistive. Furthermore, we do not have a solid substrate, but a polymeric 

substrate on which silver strips have been used for measurements to 

prevent probe tips from piercing the thin substrate and thus nullifying the 
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measurement. The measurements were made considering a voltage range 

between -10 V and +10 V with a 0.5 V step and a compliance of 10 mA. For 

each voltage value 3 measurement values were acquired. The minimum 

and maximum resistance values were 1315.78 [Ω] and 2857.14 [Ω] while 

for the resistivity we had the minimum and maximum of 27865 [Ω / sq] 

and 50057 [Ω / sq], as shown in fig. 3.12. 

 

 
Fig. 3.12. I-V characteristic of a sample with a thin ITO film, sputtered at 25 ℃ for 30 sec. 

 

3.3.4 Chromium (Cr) 

 

The Cr samples were manufactured only at a temperature of 25 ℃. As in 

the previous case of the ITO, we tried not to expose the samples to 

temperatures above 25 ℃ in order to avoid thermal expansion of the 

PDMS. As you can see from the fig. 3.13 a) there is a uniformity from the 

surface of the Cr on the PDMS then confirmed by the SEM analysis. Four 

samples were produced at a temperature of 25 ℃ with different exposure 

times of 2 min. and 4 min. for couples. From image of fig. 3.12, of one of 

the various samples deposited at 25 ℃ for 4 minutes, the deposition rate is 
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about 25 nm every minute because, after examining this SEM sample, a 

thickness of 100 nm was obtained. 

 

 
Fig. 3.13 a) The sample was produced with a deposition time of 4 min at room 

temperature of 25 ℃. b) Photo taken at SEM of a deposition of 100 nm of Cr on a PDMS 

substrate. 

 

The uniformity of the Cr surface on the PDMS resulted in having a purely 

resistive behavior on all the fabricated samples and on which I-V 

measurements were made, as shown in fig. 3.14. The voltage range ranged 

from 0 V to 15 V with a step of 0.1 V and a compliance of 50 mA. The 

number of acquisitions per sample was 3 from which resistance and 

resistivity values were obtained equal to 4945.63 [Ω] and 0.5 [Ω / sq]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.14. I-V measurement of the Cr sputtering deposition at 4 min of CR at 25 ℃ of 100 

nm.  
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3.3.5 Electroplating 

 

When a metal M is immersed in an aqueous solution containing ions of 

that metal, Mz+, an exchange of metal ions will take place between the 

metal M and the ions of the solution, or Mz+, ions from the crystalline lattice 

enter the solution and some ions from the solution enter the crystal lattice 

[3], [63], [81-85]. One of these reactions can occur faster than the other one. 

In this case if there is an excess of electrons on the metal, the metal acquires 

a negative charge. In response to the charge of the metal side, there is a 

rearrangement of the charges on the side of the solution. The negative 

charge on the metal M attracts positively charged ions from the solution 

and rejects negatively charged ions Az-, resulting in an excess of positive 

ions Mz+ in the solution. Thus, in this case, on the side of the solution, it 

acquires opposite and equal charge 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠+, defined as the charge per unit of 

surface on the solution side of the interphase. Positive charge on the 

solution side slows down the velocity of Mz+ ions leaving the crystal lattice 

due to repulsion and accelerates the rate of ions entering the crystal lattice. 

After a certain period of time a dynamic equilibrium will be established 

between the metal M and its ions in the solution: 

 
zM ze M+ + 

    (3.1) 

 

where z is the number of electrons involved in the reaction. An example 

of a galvanic process is shown in fig. 3.15. The same number is inserted at 

the dynamic equilibrium, and the same number of ions leaves the crystal 

lattice: 
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n n=
 

      (3.2) 

 

 
Fig. 3.15 Relative standard electrode potential E0 of a Cu/Cu2+ electrodes [40]. 

 

The interphase region is neutral to equilibrium: 

 

M Sq q= −      (3.3) 

 

The result of the recharge of the interphase is the difference in potential: 

ΔΦ (M,S) between the potentials of the metal 𝛷𝛷𝑀𝑀, and the solution𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠: 

 

( , ) M sM Sφ φ φ∆ = −     (3.4) 

 

When an electrode is part of an electrochemical cell in which current flows, 

its potential will be different from the equilibrium potential. If the 

electrode's potential equilibrium (potential in the absence of current) is the 

potential of the electrode itself, the current flow is therefore the difference 

between the electrode and electrode’s potential: 

 

( )E l Eη = −      (3.5) 
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It is called "overpotential". For very high negative values of (𝜂𝜂 > 100 mV) 
the current density 𝐼𝐼 = 𝑐𝑐

𝑆𝑆
, where S is the area of the electrode surface 

increases exponentially: 

 

0
a z fI I e η− ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= −      (3.6) 

 

and for the great positive values of 𝜂𝜂 (anodic processes) we obtain: 

 

(1 )
0

a z fI I e η− ⋅ ⋅= −     (3.7) 

 

where 𝐼𝐼0  is the exchange current density, 𝐼𝐼0 = 𝐼𝐼  when 𝜂𝜂 = 0, the current 

density is linked to a transfer coefficient F called the Faraday constant, R 

the gas constant, T the absolute temperature from which: 

 

Ff
RT

=      (3.8) 

 

When an electrode is in equilibrium, there is a constant exchange of charge 

carriers, electrons or ions, between the solution and the metal. At 25 ° C 

we have: 

 
1

1

96487 [ ] 38.94 [V]
8.3144 [J K ] 298 [K]

C molf
−

−

⋅
= =

⋅ ×
   (3.9) 

 

The eq. (3.9) is called Faraday law which defines the amount of 

electrochemical reaction that occurs at an electrode and is proportional to 
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the amount of electrical charge Q passing through the electrochemical cell. 

If the weight of an electrolysis product is: 

 

w Z Q= ⋅   (3.10) 

 

Since Q is the product of the current in ampere and the elapsed time t in 
seconds we have: 

 

Q I t= ⋅   (3.11) 

 

w Z I t= ⋅ ⋅   (3.12) 

 

According to Faraday's law the production of an equivalent gram of a 

product to the electrode, immersed in an electrolytic cell, requires a 

charge of 96.487 C. It represents a mass of electrons and its value can be 

calculated from: 

 

AF N e= ⋅   (3.13) 

 

where 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 is the Avogadro number. An equivalent, defined as 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒, is that 

fraction of a reaction (atomic) molar unit that corresponds to the transfer 

of an electron. In general we have: 

 

wt
eq

Aw
n

=  (3.14) 
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𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖   is the atomic weight of the metal deposited on the cathode and n the 

number of electrons involved in the deposition reaction. From the eq. (3.9) 

and eq. (3.11) it follows that when Q=1C or Q=1 A∙s. The combination of 

eq. (3.12) and eq. (3.14) defines: 

 

1Qw w Q== ⋅  (3.15) 

 

The value of Z that can be evaluated as follows. Since 96.487 C are required 

for the deposition of an equivalent of a metal, 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒, from eq. (3.14) follows 

that 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 = 96,487 𝑍𝑍 from which: 

 

1 96,487
eq eq

Q

w w
Z w

F== = =   (3.16) 

 

from eq. (3.16) 𝑍𝑍 = 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹

 and therefore: 

 

wtAw ZQ Q
nF

= =  (3.17) 

 

Current efficiency CE is defined as the number of coulombs required for 

that reaction, 𝑄𝑄𝑗𝑗 divided by the total number of Coulombs passed: 

 

j

total

Q
CE

Q
=  (3.18) 
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The thickness of the deposit can be assessed by considering the volume of 

the deposit. Since the volume V of the deposit is the product of the area of 

plated surface and the thickness h, it follows that: 

 

V wh
a ad

= =  (3.19) 

 

In the case in which it is necessary to calculate the time t necessary to 

obtain the desired deposit thickness h at a given current density, the 

Faraday law was introduced in eq. (3.17), and in eq. (3.19) to obtain the 

thickness as a function of time: 

 

V ZQ ZIth
a ad ad

= = =  (3.20) 

 

hadt
ZI

=  (3.21) 

 

Modern integrated circuits consist of thin-film layered structures subject 

to interdiffusion during the thermal processing step in manufacturing. The 

diffusion, not only in the case of thin films, is a thermodynamically 

irreversible process, and is defined as the tendency of two different gases 

to mix when they are separated by a porous partition. At equilibrium in a 

solid, impurities or vacant positions are evenly distributed. In solids, for 

example, the chemical potential is identified with the Fermi energy level. 

When two solids or thin films are put into contact, as in the case of a p-n 

junction, the charged particles will be interdiffused in such a way that the 

chemical potentials or Fermi levels are balanced. The same movement of 
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charges takes place in the galvanic processes thanks to the difference in 

concentration between the aqueous solution and the cathode. Gold easily 

forms alloys with other metals during the deposition process or by 

diffusion with the gold substrate on which it has been plated. For this 

reason, I used a thin layer of nickel of about 100 nm before the deposition 

of gold on copper, as depicted in fig. 3.16. It was produced with a current 

of 300 mA for 30 seconds. This step is a further step in the production of 

co-planar gold electrodes without the characteristics of this material being 

able to degrade with a less noble metal such as copper (Cu). 

 

 
Fig. 3.16. The photo shows a 100 nm layer of nickel so that the gold produced can not be 

contaminated, in the galvanic process, with a copper substrate. 

 

The gold deposits can be, using chemical terms, hard or soft, opaque or 

luminous, depending on the impurities and deposition conditions. 

Excessively high concentrations of gold in the baths are to be avoided due 

to the cost of the gold lost during the drag-out of the salt. During the 

galvanic processes two parameters are very important: brightness and 

adhesion. The brightness of a surface is defined as the optical reflective 

power of the surface. It is measured by the amount of specularly reflected 

light. Adhesion can be considered as the degree to which a bond has been 
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developed from one point to another to the coating-substrate interface. 

The strength of this bond should be equal to or greater than the cohesive 

strength of the weaker of the two materials involved. There are several 

accepted methods to evaluate the adhesion of electroplated coatings that 

is higher between metals than between metals and plastics. In general, the 

coating is removed mechanically and, where possible, the tests must be 

carried out with the production elements rather than with the test samples, 

such as the Ollard gluing test. It consists in applying a load to separate the 

deposit from the substrate and is indicative of the adhesion force [40]. 

 

3.3.6 Gold Plating 

 

Gold exists mainly in the oxidation states +1 and +3. In term IUPAC Au (I) 

and Au (III) the most important ion for electrodeposition is [Au(CN)2]-. The 

stability of the cyanide complex present in Au (I) is reflected in the shift of 

the reduction potential for the Au (I) from 1.71 V to 0.611 V. In this case we 

have that the stability constant is 𝐾𝐾 = 1039. Two other solutions of gold 

that are interesting for electro-deposition are gold sulfite 𝐾𝐾 = 1010 and 

gold thiosulfate 𝐾𝐾 = 1028:  

 

39
22 [ ( ) ]                K=10Au CN Au CN+ − −+ →   (3.22) 

 

2 3 28
2 3 2 3 22 [ ( ) ]           K=10Au S O Au S O+ − −+ →   (3.23) 

 

2 3 10
3 3 22 [ ( ) ]                 K=10Au SO Au SO+ − −+ →   (3.24) 
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There are numerous baths and gold-plated additives used in industry. The 

cyanide baths were the most used baths and were divided into three 

classifications: the alkaline-gold-cyanide bath (pH> 8.5), the buffered acid 

baths (pH between 1.8 and 6) and the neutral, i.e. the cyanide bath buffered 

gold (pH between 6 and 8.5). Currently they are no longer used because of 

the present cyanide for which a fourth group of plating baths can be 

defined with the presence of thiosulphates and sulfites instead of cyanide. 

The pH range between 8 and 10 is a critical region because the 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 

hydrogen cyanide is 9.46 which determines the stability of the solution, 

the equilibrium constant for HCN (aqueous) which goes to HCN gr. is 

101.4, making the 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 for HCN gr. is 8.06: 

 

( )                 pK 8.06aHCN g H CN+ −→ + =    (3.25) 

 

At pH <8, the predominant form of cyanide is HCN (g), which evolves as 

a gaseous product. HCN gas is highly toxic and its evolution from galvanic 

baths is a health problem. The presence of significant concentrations of free 

cyanide in the bath like in the case of alkaline baths, is also a health risk 

because of the risk of ingestion. For this reason, in my electrodepositions, 

I used a thiosulfites solution instead of the cyanide solution. The 

operational parameters of commercial baths based on gold sulfite have 

been presented with particular attention to the effect of the plating 

temperature and of the current density on the residual stresses in the 

deposited metal. Although, the sulfite Au (I) has been used in commercial 

baths but the complex is susceptible to disproportion, forming Au (III) and 

metallic gold. This spontaneous decomposition of the bath led the 

commercial baths to use patented stabilizing additives. Gold sulfite Au (I) 
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is particularly unstable for pH < 7 where sulfite is transformed to form 

bisulfite. The thiosulphate of gold Au (I) has a stability constant 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 1028 

which is included in Au (I) sulfite and Au (I) cyanide. The thiosulphate 

complex is stable in weak acidic solutions due to the 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐with low 

thiosulphate. The thiosulphate-only complex is dominant with a low 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 

 

2 2 3 2 3      pK 0.3aH S O H HS O+ −→ + =   (3.26) 

 

2
2 3 2 3      pK 1.7aHS O H S O+ −→ + =    (3.27) 

 

It has been shown that the reduction of Au (I) thiosulfate has a global 

reaction that produces thiosulfate and gold: 

 

3 2
2 3 2 2 3[ ( ) ]  Au S O e Au S O− − −+ → +    (3.28) 

 

The effect of mixed thiosulphate-sulfite electrolytes has been studied to 

produce gold deposits suitable for forming gold tracks on integrated 

circuits and in electronic interconnections. The composition of the baths is 

as follows 3.17 [77]: 

 

 
Fig. 3.17. Typical baths are represented with which the galvanic processes of gold 

deposition are carried out [81]. 
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3.3.7 Sample fabrication by galvanic process 

 

For the production and characterization of the samples with gold 

electrodes, I used a 24 carat gold solution produced by Coswell. The 

characteristic of this solution was that it did not contain the cyanides for 

the stabilization of the solution’s pH, but thiosulphates and sulfites. For 

the production of electrodes, the process defined in fig. 3.18 as followed: I 

started with 2cm copper squares per side on which a sanding process was 

carried out to make the surface as smooth as possible. Subsequently, a 

micrometric layer was deposited on the copper surface through a 

transition to the spin coating, depending on the design requirements, a 

photoresist layer which in my case was the AZ 9260 representing the 

channels to be filled with the LC. The sample was made to pass a soft bake 

at 100 ℃ for one minute after which the desired pattern was transferred 

through a photolithographic passage. The maximum value that I was able 

to obtain for the width of the channels was 10 μm fig. 3.19. 

 

 
Fig. 3.18. The electrodes are produced by using a squared substrate of copper of 2x2 cm, 

merged in a gold plating bath with different currents from 4 mA to 16 mA applied for 

two different times 30 min and then for 1 hour [3]. 
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Fig. 3.19. The photo shows a set of 5 guides with a width of 10 μm with a separation of 

10 μm. 

 

From this step, the photoresist was removed through the specific remover, 

the AZ B351, and the sample ready for the bath was obtained in the 

solution with the gold salts. In the solution, a current variable between 4 

mA and 16 mA was made to run for two different timings between 30 

minutes and 1 hour. This resulted in a deposition of the gold layer that 

varied between 500 nm and 2 mm having calculated the thicknesses 

through eq. (3.20) and eq. (3.21). In an empirical way, I discovered that 

with a magnetic stirrer, the process was improved because there were no 

hydrogen bubbles at the photoresist strip that defined the channels and 

compromised the uniformity as shown in the fig 3.20 a) and b). This was 

due to the composition of the gold solution which corrodes the photoresist, 

which together with the current value used during the process moves an 

enormous volume of charges from the solution towards the cathode. The 

greater the current value, the more bubbles will be formed around the 

photoresist, the greater the value of the rpm to rotate the magnetic stirrer 

so that they do not have time to develop around the photoresist and 

jeopardize the creation of the channel or the channels as shown in fig. 3.21. 
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Fig. 3.20. a) A sample made without the use of a magnetic stirrer, while in b) another 

sample using the magnetic stirrer. 

 

The samples thus produced were coated with cured PDMS and then fired 

at a temperature of 100 ℃ for 1 hr. To eliminate the copper substrate, I used 

ferrous chloride in fig. 3.21 a) or copper chloride in fig. 3.21 b). For my 

samples, I initially used ferrous chloride at a temperature of 50 ℃ with and 

without magnetic stirring, but in both cases there was an exfoliation of the 

newly created layer of gold as depicted in fig. 3.21 a). The photoresist, as 

mentioned, will define the guide to be filled and once removed, there will 

be depressions in the structure of the PDMS. 

 

 
Fig. 3.21. a) Prototypes immersed in a) ferric chloride and b) ammonium perchlorate.  
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All the solutions I have used lead to the formation of hydrogen bubbles. 

As a consequence, the possible superficial detachment of the gold from the 

PDMS can occur due to the detonations of these bubbles. To avoid this, I 

used ammonium persulphate, which in addition to being less aggressive 

than ferric chloride and copper chloride, has a natural indicator of the level 

of incision changed through the transparency of the solution in 

transparent blue, which reflects the fact that the incision has occurred 

completely. This also means less mechanical stress on the structure when 

I have to take the sample to examine whether the incision process is 

complete or not. Subsequently the photoresist was removed with acetone 

bath and I closed my structure through another PDMS stick made from a 

silicon substrate on which four strips of graphite were placed through 

which I went to make some tests of continuity electric, as can be seen from 

the fig. 3.22 a) and b). 

 

 
Fig. 3.22. a) Sample covered with the PDMS. In b) first sample produced to verify the 

continuity of the deposited gold layer. 

 

I fabricated prototypes to be filled with the LC. As shown in fig. 3.23) the 

LC used for the tests carried out and for the switching was the 5CB, since 

that was available at the moment in the laboratory. In this case the 
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electrodes were contacted by tin soldering and two PDMS loops were 

placed over the structure to maximize the likelihood of filling and 

operating the device. As shown in fig. 3.24 a) and b), there is switching of 

the LC for voltage values of just 2 V. The maximum voltage value at which 

the LC were subjected was 10 V. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.23 Measurement set up for the reorientation of 5CB LC molecules diffused by 

capillarity in the device.  

 

The sample observed under an optical microscope does not seem to have 

homeotropicity. This is probably caused by the contact with the gold 

layers which do not give perpendicular positioning when they come into 

contact with only walls of the PDMS. 

 

 
Fig. 3.24. Photo taken with a polarizing microscope showing a guide with a width of 

38.1 μm in which LC was infiltrated by capillarity. a) In this case there is no voltage 

applied to the device. b) When the voltage is applied at the device there is re-orientation 

of the LC molecules.  
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Conclusions 

 

It is possible to realize polymer guides (PDMS) filled with LC (LC), hence 

the name LC: PDMS technology. The manufacturing process of prototypes 

of optical waveguides in LC: PDMS technology is a process that starts from 

the creation of appropriately designed masks, through specific programs 

such as Autodesk Autocad® and through lithographic processes, common 

to microelectronics. The characterization of the samples produced in the 

laboratory resulted in an independence of the polarization of the incoming 

wave. A variation of the transmission of 0.35 due to the orientation of the 

LC and an estimated loss in transmission of 8 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚

 [15], probably due to a 

series of issues including a not perfect matching of the LC:PDMS 

waveguides with the input and the output of the optical fibers, a not 

perfect arrangement of the LC molecules as medium and scattering of the 

silicon atoms present on the surfaces of the walls of the PDMS channels. 
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Chapter 4: Simulations of LC:PDMS 
waveguides 

 

4.1 Overview 

The simulations reported in this thesis were performed on the 

complementary use of two software: COMSOL Multiphysics® and 

BeamPROP®. Using the first software, I simulated the orientation of LC 

(LC) using the energy minimization equation of Oseen-Frank. The values 

extracted from these simulations were then processed through the use of 

Matlab® so they could be read correctly by the BeamPROP® simulator in 

order to design optical devices. The COMSOL Multiphysics®’ version used 

was 5.3a because it includes new modules specifically designed for wave 

optics. I simulated the re-orientation of the LC molecules with and without 

the presence of an electric field applied to co-planar electrodes in an 

optofluidic channel.  

 

4.2  Introduction to Finite Element Method 

 

The finite element method (F. E. M.) [86-89] on which COMSOL 

Multiphysics® is based is a numerical technique for finding approximate 

solutions to problems described by differential equations on partial 

derivatives, reducing them to a system of algebraic equations. In general, 

the F.E.M. is suitable very well to solve partial differential equations when 

the domain has a complex form, it is variable, the accuracy required for the 

solution is not homogeneous on the domain, and when the searched 

solution lacks regularity. F.E.M. is applied to physical bodies that can be 
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subdivided into a number of parts, even very large. In the continuous, 

every single finite element is considered through a numerical integration 

of homogeneous characteristics. The main feature of F. E. M. is the 

discretization through the creation of a grid (mesh) composed of primitives 

(finite elements) of encoded form (triangles and quadrilaterals for 2D 

domains, tetrahedra and hexahedrons for 3D domains). On each element 

characterized by this elementary form, the solution of the problem is 

assumed to be expressed by the linear combination of certain functions 

called "shape functions". In some cases, the function can be approximated 

and the values will not be necessarily calculated in the points of interest, 

but the values provide the least amount of errors on the whole solution. 

The typical example refers to polynomial functions and the number of 

coefficients that identifies the solution on each element is therefore linked 

to the degree of the chosen polynomial which, in turn, governs the accuracy 

of the found numerical solution. In its original form, and still more 

widespread, the finite element method is used to solve linear problems, 

such as stress problems, deformations in the elastic field, or the diffusion 

of heat inside a material or body. Some more refined solutions allow to 

explore the behavior of materials even in the non-linear field, assuming 

plastic or visco-plastic behaviors.  

 

4.3 Introduction on Beam Propagation Method 

 

Regarding the simulation of light propagation in optoelectronic devices, I 

used the Synopsys BeamPROP®. It is based on the method of 

approximation of the propagation of the electromagnetic wave [91-94] in 
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optical devices in which the refractive index has a slow variation. The 

mathematical method is based on the parabolic equation (PE) also used in 

underwater acoustics. When a wave propagates along a waveguide for a 

long distance, longer than the wavelength, performing a strict numerical 

simulation is very difficult. The Beam Propagation Method (BPM) is based 

on approximate differential equations involving only a first order 

derivative in the variable. The derivative is performed with respect to the 

propagation axes representing the axis in which the waveguide propagates 

and can be resolved through "initial" value problems. The "initial" value is 

a function of time but not in the spatial variable. If we consider the 

propagation of high-frequency beams through an inhomogeneous 

medium such as LC molecules, we can consider scalar wave equation 

derived for the TE or TM modes separately: 

 

2 ( )n r
2 2 2 ( ) 0,k n rφ∇ + ⋅ =     (4.1) 

 

In which 𝛷𝛷 represents the scalar field and 𝑛𝑛2(r) is used to indicate the 

refractive index and k  is the wave number of the vacuum. If the refractive 

index 𝑛𝑛2can be split in two parts: unperturbed 𝑛𝑛02 and perturbed ∆𝑛𝑛2 we 

can have: 

 

2 2 2 2 2
0 ( ) ( ) ( )k n r k n r p rφ φ∇ + ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅∆ =    (4.2) 

 

In which p is considered as a source function. The combination of the 

radiation conditions at infinity and the wave equation defines a specific 

refractive index where through the Helmholtz equation can be solved.  
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2 2 2
0 ( ) 0k n rψ ψ∇ + ⋅ ⋅ =     (4.3) 

 

If there is a solution of 𝜓𝜓 for 𝑧𝑧 = 𝑧𝑧0, the derivative of 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 can be calculated 
for all values of z, that is the axes among which the waves propagate, and 
also: 

 

0( , , )d a x y z
dz
ψ

=  (4.4) 

 

The operator 𝑎𝑎� is perpendicular to the transverse coordinate (x, y). If the 

𝑛𝑛0 is constant the 𝑎𝑎� operator can be calculated in the angular-spectrum 

domain such as: 

 

( )( , , ) ( , , ) x yj k x k y dxdy
x yk k z x y z eψ

+∞
 − ⋅ + ⋅ 

−∞

Ψ = ∫ ∫   (4.5) 

 

The relationship between the 𝜓𝜓 and 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 is given by: 

 

2 2 2 2 1/2
0( , , ) ( ) ( , , )x y x y x y

d k k z j k n k k k k z
dz
ψ −= − ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅Ψ   (4.6) 

 

From this equation, the operator 𝑎𝑎� can be obtained. If we consider the 

beam propagation along the �̂�𝑧 axis, we can split the field 𝛷𝛷 in two parts: 

ϕ1 generates in the region where 𝑧𝑧′ < 𝑧𝑧, and ϕ2  where 𝑧𝑧′ > 𝑧𝑧, so these 

conditions define that: 

 

1 2φ φ φ= +  (4.7) 
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The explicit expression to describe ϕ1 and ϕ2 is: 

 

'

' '
1

'

0         for z < z
( | ) 1/ 2     for z = z

1          for z > z
e r r

 
 

=  
 
 

   (4.8) 

 

If G is the Green’s Function of eq. (4.3) ϕ1 can be expressed as follows: 

 

' ' ' '
1 1( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( )r G r r e r r p r dVφ

+∞

−∞

= ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫   (4.9) 

 

The derivative is: 

 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' '1
1( | ) ( | ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) ( )d dG r r e r r p r dV G r r z z p r dV

dz dz
φ δ

+∞ +∞

−∞ −∞

= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ (4.10) 

 

The first integral represents the propagation of the wave in an 

unperturbed medium, and can be rewritten in function of the operator 𝑎𝑎� 

such as 𝑎𝑎� ∙ ϕ1 and the second integral can be rewritten as follows: 

 

' ' ' 2 2 ' ' ' ' ' '( , , | , , ) ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )iG x y z x y z k n x y z x y z dx dyθ φ
+∞

−∞

⋅ − ⋅∆ ⋅∫ ∫  (4.11) 

 

This expression can be seen as an operator 𝑏𝑏� who operates on φ with 

respect to the transverse coordinate 𝑏𝑏� ∙ ϕ. We obtain that: 

 

1
1

d a b
dz
φ φ φ= ⋅ + ⋅      (4.12) 
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If we neglected the influence of the reflected field ϕ2 on ϕ1 the eq. (4.12) 
can be written as: 

 

1
1 1

d a b
dz
φ φ φ= ⋅ + ⋅     (4.13) 

 

The eq. (4.13) defines an important approximation and defines the 

operational condition of using the beam propagator method. This excludes 

the use of BPM in cases in which, for example, the refractive index changes 

abruptly. Compared to the first version of this simulation, a series of new 

algorithms have been introduced to improve the calculation of the 

electromagnetic wave propagation, which are based on the "paraxial one 

way model". It is necessary to discretize along the variable through the 

diagonal approximations of Padé before obtaining results through the 

paraxial one way model. When evanescent waves outside of the guide are 

evaluated, these approximations have defects. In the theory of 

electromagnetism, the evanescent waves should tend to zero at the time 

they propagate outside the waveguide. For this reason, there are now 

functions called "rational approximations" that can suppress evanescent 

modes. We decided to use BeamPROP® as it guarantees design and 

simulate both passive and active photonic devices and it uses extremely 

precise algorithms to enable rapid virtual prototyping, reducing the need 

to fabricate many physical devices [90-93]. 

 

4.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulations 

 

In collaboration with Prof. C. Zannoni and Dr. Paolo Pasini we studied the 

molecular orientation of the LC in LC:PDMS devices [94-95]. As 
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anticipated in the previous chapter, LC are materials that have the 

crystalline properties of solids and the fluidity of liquids. These materials 

can show transitions between several phases. The most studied phases of 

the LC are the isotropic and nematic phases. The isotropic phase does not 

show any translational or orientational order, while the nematic phase 

exhibits a short-range orientational order. This last transition is the most 

relevant in many technological applications. LC systems show interesting 

dynamic properties. The Monte Carlo model is one of the founding pillars 

of computational science, in fact it can be applied in chemistry, physics, 

and biology and it also finds application in their related fields. The Monte 

Carlo method is mainly used in three classes of problems: optimization of 

specific calculations, numerical integration, and generation of drawings 

from a probability distribution. In statistical chemistry, through the Monte 

Carlo method, it is possible to study molecular dynamics and calculate the 

theories on the statistical field of simple systems of particles and polymers. 

The concept behind the Monte Carlo model is to use randomness to solve 

problems that could be deterministic in principle. These problems are 

often very difficult or impossible to solve by traditional approaches. In 

problems related to the fields of physics or chemistry, Monte Carlo 

methods are useful for simulating systems with many degrees of freedom, 

such as fluids, disordered materials, strongly coupled solids and cellular 

structures or kinetic gas models. In principle, Monte Carlo methods can be 

used to solve any problem with a probabilistic interpretation. According 

to the law of large numbers, the integrals described by the expected value 

of some random variables can be approximated by taking the empirical 

average or sample mean of independent samples of the variable [94]. 

Phase transitions can be studied through the Lebwohl-Lasher (LL) model, 
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a minimal lattice LC model whose simplicity has attracted significant 

research. The molecules of LC, or clusters of strictly ordered molecules, are 

represented by vectors of three-dimensional units ("spin"). The spins have 

a fixed position in the lattice sites and have freedom of rotation, but are 

subject to an intermolecular potential, so that this restriction does not affect 

their radius guidance system. The main advantage in using reticular 

models is having a great number of particles that can be treated compared 

to other systems. The microchannel boundary conditions are represented 

considering an outer particle layer with a fixed orientation. This 

orientation will be homeotropic on all the walls of the simulated 

microchannel. The conditions along the canal will be defined through 

periodic conditions. These spins interact through a Hamiltonian given by: 

 

2 ( )i jH P u uε= − ⋅ ⋅  (4.14) 

 

Where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial, ui uj are unit vectors along 

the axis of the two particles, and 𝜀𝜀 is an energy parameter that measures 

the interaction strength between neighboring molecules. The Lebowohl-

Lasher model possesses a phase transition at a dimensionless temperature: 

𝑇𝑇∗ = 𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘
𝛥𝛥

= 1.1232 [95]. 
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Fig. 4.1. A 80×80×26 cell. The color code indicates the spin orientations with the red one 

denoting the alignment along z. In the top left image shows the overall molecular 

organization whereas the other three images are cross sections taken at the middle layer 

of each plane (𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧�, 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦� , 𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧�) respectively (clockwise) [95]. 

 

We have performed a set of independent complete simulations for cell 

mimicking a microchannel of a straight waveguide of size Lx × Ly × Lz. 

Keeping fixed Lz = 26 μm and Ly = 80 μm, we have considered Lx = 40, 60, 

80, 120 μm, where the cross sections of the microchannel are rectangular 

[95]. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2. The simulated polarized optical images as obtained by Monte Carlo simulations 

for microchannel of various width (Lx), for light transmission along 𝑦𝑦� (front view on the 

left) and along �̂�𝑧 direction (top view on the right) [95]. 
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The molecular organization of the structure obtained is in good agreement 

with experimental results in absence of external field, and also can provide 

predictions for the optical polarized images between crossed polarizers 

which should be obtained by real experiments as shown in fig. 4.3. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3. A polarizing microscope image of LC:PDMS waveguides with a homeotropic 

alignment channels obtained for a fabricated device [10]. 

 

We have also investigated the effect of the application of a uniform electric 

field F on the microchannel. The field, coupled dielectrically to the 

particles, is modelled as sum over mesogenic spins of individual terms: 

 

𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 = −𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃2(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐹𝐹)  (4.15) 

 

The strength of the coupling to the field, denoted by the term 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖, is 

proportional to the dielectric constant anisotropy and to the field intensity. 

Here we consider microscopic cells and we assume the field to be uniform 

throughout the sample, so that 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖 = ξ. We also assume the LC to have 

positive dielectric anisotropy, like the common mesogens 5CB or E7, so 

that ξ > 0. We shall also consider a field applied transversally with respect 

to the channel direction: 𝐹𝐹‖𝑥𝑥. We have simulated in this case two lateral 

size of the cell, Lx = 40 μm and Lx = 80 μm, keeping fixed the other 
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dimensions Ly = 80 μm and Lz = 26 μm and various values of the field 

strengths, i.e. ξ = 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05, shown in fig. 4.4. 

 

 
Fig. 4.4. Transmitted light intensity (triangles) vs field strength ξ. The results are 

depicted for a) 40 × 80 × 26 μm and b) 80 × 80 × 26 μm. < 𝑃𝑃2 > (diamonds) is the nematic 

order parameter [95].  

 

During the second year of my Ph.D. course, I participated in the 

international COST ICT-2018 program as a visiting student at the Physics 

department of the Polytechnic University of Warsaw in the research group 

of Prof. Wolinsky. During my stay at the physics department, in 

collaboration with Prof. Rutkowska, I had the opportunity to explore 

possible solutions for the creation of optofluidic devices controlled 

through co-planar electrodes. I tested optofluidic prototypes and 

subsequently filled my samples with different LC: 6CHBT and 5CB. 

Unfortunately, they did not have a vacuum oven as in my department and 

therefore many of the ones that I created did not have the guides 
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completely filled. This partially cancelled the characterization of these LC. 

The samples in fig. 4.5 were filled with the 5CB crystals and were 

examined using a VHX 5000 electron microscope [96]. 

 

  
Fig. 4.5 a) and b) PDMS prototype filled with 5CB. The picture was taken with an digital 

microscope [96]. 

 

Differently from my simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics®, based on the 

quadratic Euler method, the group led by Prof. Wolinsky used proprietary 

scripts realized in Matlab™ and based on the Euler-Lagrange method. In 

the model, the relaxation pattern of the finite difference was applied 

considering the homoeotropic behavior of the LC molecules on the PDMS 

walls, to minimize the free energy described by the Oseen-Frank equation 

in which the contribution of the electric field was also introduced.  
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4.3.2 Alternative-Direction Successive Over-Relaxation 

(ADSOR) 

 

The ADSOR [97] method is a useful algorithm in fluidic simulations for all 

fluid problems. This method is based on the Successive Over Relaxation 

method. This algorithm is used to discretize the partial differential 

equations (PDE) often leads to a large sparse system of equations such as: 

 

A bφ =  (4.16) 

 

In matrix term, the successive over-relaxion iteration can be expressed as: 

 

( 1) 1 ( ) 1( ) ( (1 ) ) ( )k kD L U D D L bφ ω ω ω φ ω+ − −= − ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅  (4.17) 

 

where 𝐷𝐷, 𝐿𝐿,𝑈𝑈 represent the diagonal. Lower triangular, and upper 

triangular parts of the coefficient matrix 𝐴𝐴, k is the iteration count, and ω 

is the relaxation factor. This matrix expression is not usually used to 

program the method but an element-based expression is used: 

 

( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )(1 )      i=1,2,....,nk k k k
i i ij i ij i

j i j iii

b a a
a
ωφ ω φ φ φ+ +

< >

 
= − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ 

 
∑ ∑ (4.18) 

 

Note that if ω=1 the eq. reduces to the Gauss-Seidel iteration. The choice 

of ω is not necessarily easy because depends from the coefficient matrix 

property. For a symmetric, and positive matrices it can be proven that 0< 

ω < 2 lead to converge [97]. 
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4.3.3 Euler-Lagrange method 

 

The Euler-Lagrange equations describe the motion of an object that obeys 

the second principle of dynamics, relating the position and speed of the 

mechanical system. Given the integral of a function of the form [97]: 

 

2

1

( ) ( , , )
t

t

I F U U t dt∈ = ∫   (4.19) 

 

where 𝑡𝑡1 and 𝑡𝑡2 are arbitrary, 𝑈𝑈 and �̇�𝑈 are given by: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )U t u t tη= +∈  (4.20) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )U t u t tε η= + ⋅

  (4.21) 

 

and 𝜀𝜀 is a real and independent variable. The U and u functions can 

describe the possible positions of a dynamic variable system in two 

temporal instants,  𝑡𝑡1 and 𝑡𝑡2. Where u(t) represents the position when the 

integral described in the eq. (4.20) is stationary and indicates one extreme 

and U(t) is u(t) plus one of its variations 𝜀𝜀 ∙η(t). Assuming that η(t) is 

independent of u(t), then there is a function that makes the eq. (4.19) 

unique in the extremes 𝑡𝑡1 and𝑡𝑡2. The functions u(t) and η(t) are class C2. 

That is, they possess the second continuous derivatives with respect to t. 

The term η(t) must disappear for t =𝑡𝑡1, and t = 𝑡𝑡2. that is, u(t) and U(t) 

coincide at the end points of the interval [𝑡𝑡1, 𝑡𝑡2], where 𝑡𝑡1 and 𝑡𝑡2 are 

arbitrary. The function is stationary if 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡), or 𝜀𝜀 = 0. If 𝑡𝑡1 and 𝑡𝑡2 are 

not in function of 𝜀𝜀, the derivative of the function eq. (4.6) is: 
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2

1

0
( ) | ( , , ) 0

t

t

dI dF U U t dt
d dε
ε
ε ε= = =∫     (4.22) 

 

however: 

 

( , , )dF dF dU dF dUU U t dt
d dU d dU dε ε ε

= ⋅ + ⋅






  (4.23) 

 

If we substitute the eq. (4.19) in eq. (4.20) and impose 𝜀𝜀 = 0 we have: 

 

1

2

0
( ) | ( )

t

t

dI dF dF dt
d du duε
ε η η
ε = = +∫ 



   (4.24) 

 

Integrating by parts the eq. (4.24) we obtain: 

 

2

2

1

1

0
( ) | ( ) ( ) ( ) |

t
t
t

t

dI dF d dF dFt dt n t
d du dt du duε
ε η
ε = = ⋅ + + ⋅∫

 

 (4.25) 

 

The second term of eq. (4.25) vanishes because 𝜂𝜂(𝑡𝑡1) = 𝜂𝜂(𝑡𝑡2)=0 which 
defines: 

 

2

1

0
( ) | ( ) ( ) 0

t

t

dI dF d dFt dt
d du dt du
ε η
ε ∈= = ⋅ + ⋅ =∫



  (4.26) 

and  

0
( ) |dI dF d dF

d du dt duε
ε
ε = = − ⋅



    (4.27) 
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If a differentiable functional is stationary at its local maxima and minima, 

the Euler-Lagrange equation is useful for solving optimization problems 

in which the function is sought by minimizing or maximizing it. Moreover, 

in order to speed up the calculation of the Euler-Lagrange integral through 

Matlab’s script, it became necessary to implement the ADSOR scheme 

(Alternative-Direction Successive Over-Relaxation), a useful algorithm in 

fluidic simulations for all fluid problems. The electric field is generated by 

two types of electrodes: co-planar electrodes and in plane switch [96]. 

Instead, in my simulations, the electrodes are placed on the sides of the 

guide filled with LC for higher values of voltage applied, as depicted in 

fig. 4.6. 

 

 
Fig. 4.6. a) and b) two different types of electrodes are represented with which to re-enter 
the LC molecules. c) and d) Reorientation of the molecules of LC E7 and 1110, infiltrated 
into PDMS channels, according to the potential applied to the electrodes. In the case of 

IPS, different gaps between the electrodes were simulated [96]. 

 

The simulations involved two types of LC: the E7 and 1110 both 

synthesized at the Military University of Technology in Warsaw. The NLC 

1110 mixture is characterized by a low birefringence, Δn = 0.046 at the 

wavelength of λ = 589 nm and 20 °C and has a negative electrical 

anisotropy of Δε = 1.2 at kHz frequencies. With regard to the LC E7, the 

values are Δn = 0.264 and Δε = 14.5, respectively. The elastic constant used 
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in the calculations with an elastic constant approximation is equal to 20 

pN. The previously defined ADSOR numeric scheme was combined with 

the multigrid (MM) method to calculate molecular re-orientation under 

the influence of an electric field. From the numerical simulations, 

calculated as a function of the angle θ, it is possible to find the spatial 

distribution of the effective refractive index within the NLC nuclei relative 

to the TE and TM polarization according to the following equation: 

 

1
2 2 2 2 2

, , , ,( ) [( ) cos ]TM TE e o e o o e o en n n n n nθ θ
−

= − +   (4.28) 

 

where 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, 

respectively. In order for the structure to be correctly simulated, the 

following steps are necessary [96]: 

• calculation of the electrical potential for a given molecular orientation 

within the waveguide channels and for the geometry of the specific 

electrodes (ADSOR + MM); 

• calculation of the distribution of the electric field in the region inside 

the electrodes. The values of the electric field along the x and y axes are 

calculated as the first derivatives of the potential applied to the 

electrodes. 

• calculation of the molecular orientation under the influence of the 

applied electric field (ADSOR + MM) to solve the Euler-Lagrange 

equation. 
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4.4 Results of COMSOL simulations 

 

4.4.1 Partial Differential Equations  

 

Partial Differential Equations (PDE) [86] is an identity that relates the 

independent variables, the dependent variable u and the partial derivative 

of u. It can be written as: 

 

( , , ( , ), ( , ), ( , )) ( , , , , ) 0x y x yF x y u x y u x y x y F x y u uµ µ= =  (4.29) 

 

This is the most general PDE in two independent variables of first order. 

The order of an equation is the highest derivative that appears. The most 

general second order PDE in two independent variables is: 

 

( , , , , , , ) 0x y xx yyF x y u u uµ µ =     (4.30) 

 

An solution of a PDE is a function 𝑢𝑢 = (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, … . ) that satisfies the equation 

identically, at least in some region of the x, y,… variables. When solving an 

ordinary differential equation (ODE), one sometimes reverses the roles of 

the independent and the dependent variables, for the separable ODE 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥

=

𝑢𝑢3. For the PDE the distinction between the independent variables and the 

dependent variables (“the unknow”), is always maintained. If we have this 

equation in the form ℒ𝑢𝑢=0, where ℒ is an operator. If ν is any function, ℒ ∙ ν. 

For instance, ℒ = 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥

 is the operator that define the partial derivative 𝜈𝜈𝑥𝑥. It 

is possible to write, for the linearity: 
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ℒ(𝑢𝑢 + ν)= ℒ ∙ 𝑢𝑢 + ℒ ∙ ν   (4.31) 

 

ℒ(𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢) = 𝑐𝑐 ∙ ℒ(𝑢𝑢)    (4.32) 

 

For any functions of u, ν and any constant c. Whenever (4.31) holds, for all 

choices of u, ν and c, ℒ is called linear operator. The equation: 

 

ℒ𝑢𝑢 = 0    (4.33) 

 

Is called linear if ℒ is a linear operator. eq. (4.33) is called homogeneous 

linear equation. The equation  

 

ℒ𝑢𝑢 = 𝑔𝑔    (4.34) 

 

where 𝑔𝑔 ≠ 0 is a given function of the independent variables, is called an 

inhomogeneous linear equation. The advantages of linearity for the eq. 

(4.29) is that if u and ν are both solutions, so is (u+ ν). If 𝑢𝑢1, …𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐, are all 

solutions, so is any linear combination: 

 

1 1
1

( ) ... ( ) ( )
n

n n j j
i

c u x c u x c u x
=

+ + =∑    (4.35) 

 

where 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 is constants. PDE tipically have so many solutions, but you can 

have a single solution imposing auxiliary conditions. These conditions are: 

initial conditions and boundary conditions. An initial conditions specifies 

the physical state at a particular time 𝑡𝑡0. In each physical problem there is 

a Domain 𝐷𝐷 in which PDE is valid. For eg. the vibrating string, D is the 
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interval 0 < 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑙𝑙, so the boundary of D consist only of the two points 𝑥𝑥 =

0, and 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑙𝑙. So it is necessary to specify some boundary condition if the 

solution is to be determined. The three most important kinds of boundary 

conditions are: 

• (D) u is specified (“Dirichlet condition”) 

• (N) the normal derivative 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐

 is specified (“Neumann condition”) 

• (R) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐

+ 𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢 is specified (“Robin condition”) 

where a is a given function of 𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧 and t, and 𝑛𝑛� is the unit normal vector 

perpendicular to the domain D. 

 

4.5 COMSOL Simulations 

 

The spatial distribution of the refractive index of the LC can be determined 

by the electric field associated with the voltage applied to the electrodes 

[53] [16]. The spatial distribution of the director's index profile is obtained 

by calculating the value of the minimum energy of the LC. A correct 

description of the orientation of the LC’s director is based on the energy 

minimization of Oseen-Frank equation, which describes the contribution of 

the possible distortions and the interaction with an external electric field by 

considering the tensor of the dielectric anisotropy of the LC: 

 

e elF F F= +     (4.36) 

 

2 2 2 2
11 22 33 0

1 2( ) [ ( ) ] [ ( )] [ ( ) ]
2

F k n k n n k n n n E E Eπ ε ε ε
ε ⊥

⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ∇ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ∇× + + ⋅ × ∇× − ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ 
 ∫∫∫

     
  

(4.37) 
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where 125.42 10  F
m

ε ε ε −
⊥

 ∆ = − = ⋅  
 



 and: 

 

{ }0 0( ) [ ( ) ] [ ( ) ]D E n n E E n n E E n nε ε ε ε ε ε⊥ ⊥ ⊥= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ∆ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
          



(4.38) 

 

In eq. (4.36) we have indicated with 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 elastic energy, while 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 defines the 

electric counterpart, both are used in the calculation of the volumetric 

integral for the nematic LC, ε∆ represents the dielectric anisotropy and ε⊥

is the dielectric constant perpendicular to the director at the low 

frequencies. The spatial distribution of the director's index profile is 

obtained through the calculation of the minimum value of energy of Oseen-

Frank by the resolution to the partial derivatives of Euler-Lagrange. These 

equations are implemented in a weak form through the COMSOL 

Multiphysics® simulator. The boundary conditions, to have a numerical 

stability, were considered as the lateral conditions of the angles of tilt (𝜃𝜃) 

and of twist (𝜑𝜑), as shown in fig. 4.7.  

 

 
Fig. 4.7 The orientation of the LC director in function of the tilt (𝜃𝜃) and of twist (𝜑𝜑) angles. 

 

The simulations performed in COMSOL Multiphysics® included coplanar 

gold electrodes placed along the channel with the LC. The model is shown 
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in fig. 4.8. The impulse sent into the simulations with the BeamPROP® is a 

Gaussian pulse, at a wavelength of 1550 nm.  

 

 
Fig. 4.8. Representation of a rectangular waveguide (6x3 μm) where the simulation of the 

LC E7 was performed. 

 

In order to confine light in the waveguide it is necessary that the value of 

the effective index is higher than the index of refraction of the cladding but 

lower than that of the LC according to the following formulas: 

 

eff cln n>      (4.39) 

 

cl eff crn n n< <     (4.40) 

 

where 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the effective index of LC, 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 the refractive index of the 

cladding (PDMS) and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 the refractive index of the core (LC). The analysis 

of the fundamental mode was carried out by taking into account only the 

light waves propagating along the z axis direction:  

 

( )( , , , ) ( , ) j t zE x y z t E x y e ω β⋅ −= = ⋅    (4.41) 
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where with ω I have indicated the frequencies and with β the propagation 

constant. The eigenvalues associated with the electric field are derived 

through the Helmholtz equation: 

 

2 2
0( ) 0E k n E∇× ∇× − ⋅ ⋅ =    (4.42) 

 

resolved by λ = -j∙β. The boundary conditions along the guide have been 

set with the value of zero, having assumed that the field is externally 

evanescent [96] [97]. It is important to note that when you study the 

characteristics of light in a guide, the actual mode you have is related to 

this simple relationship: 

 

0
effn

k
β

=
    (4.43) 

 

To evaluate the refractive index, I introduced in COMSOL Multiphysics® 

the PDE module, for each individual component, these three axes: 

 

1 1 1 1( (1 )
o e

o o e e

n nindicex
n n n n n n n n

=
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅

   (4.44) 

 

2 2 2 2( (1 )
o e

o o e e

n nindicey
n n n n n n n n

=
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅

  (4.45) 

 

3 3 3 3( (1 )
o e

o o e e

n nindicez
n n n n n n n n

=
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅

   (4.46) 
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For the characterization of the LC, it was necessary to put the equations 
related to the tensor components of the dielectric constants according to the 

, ,x y z    axes reported according to Khoo [1]. The tensor matrix of the dielectric 
ε is formed by these elements: 

 

( ) cos( ) cos( ) sin( ) sin( )o o e e o oepsxx n n n n n n θ θ φ φ= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (4.47) 

 

( ) sin( ) sin( )o o e e o oepsyy n n n n n n θ θ= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (4.48) 

 

( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )o o e e o oepszz n n n n n n θ θ φ φ= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (4.49) 

 

( ) sin( ) cos( ) sin( )e e o oepsxy epsyx n n n n θ θ φ= = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (4.50) 

 

( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( )e e o oepsxz epsyz n n n n θ θ φ= = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (4.51) 

 

0 0

xx xy xz

yx yy yz

zz

eps eps eps
eps eps eps

eps

 
 
 
  

   (4.52) 

 

with 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐= 1.5024 and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐= 1.697 of E7 calculated at the wavelength of 1550 

nm, 𝑛𝑛1 = cos(𝜃𝜃) ∙ sin(𝜙𝜙) ,𝑛𝑛2 = sin(𝜃𝜃) ,𝑛𝑛2 = cos(𝜃𝜃) ∙ sin(𝜃𝜃) representing the 

values of the director as a function of the angles of tilt and twist that 

describe how the LC molecules should be arranged within the waveguide. 
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Fig. 4.9. a) Refractive index of LC E7 for a TE polarization, in a 6x3 μm channel 

waveguide, and b) for a TM polarization. c) Refractive index of LC E7 for a TE 

polarization for 0 V applied and d) for a TE polarization when it’s applied +10 V on the 

left-hand electrode and -10 V on the right-hand electrode.  In the legend is shown the 

range of the refractive index of the E7 @ for a wavelength of 1550 nm. 
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Fig. 4.10. In figure is represented the behavior of the LC molecules, for a 6x3 μm 

LC:PDMS channel. The applied voltage is: a) 0 V, b) 1 V, c) 2 V, d) 3 V, e) 4 V, f) 5 V, g) 6 
V, h) 7 V, i) 8 V, l) 9 V, m) 10 V, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 4.11. Electric field applied to the electrodes of a 6x3 μm channel. Voltage starting 

from +10 V on the left-hand electrode to -10 V to the right hand electrode.  

 

When I simulated the orientation of the LC molecules, I found the threshold 

voltage to tilt the LC molecules in the PDMS channel. To obtain numerical 

values I used some probes inside the simulation program. These probes 
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have been placed at different points of the canal filled with LC, as depicted 

in fig. 4.12. The variation of the tilt angle of the crystal liquid molecules has 

been studied for two different geometries of optofluidic waveguides with 

a cross section of 6x3 um and 3x3 um respectively. These two geometries 

are the basis of two distinct optofluidic devices simulated and described in 

detail in the fifth and sixth chapters of this thesis, namely the zero-gap 

directional coupler and the multi modal interferometer (MMI). The tilt 

angle is represented in function of the voltage applied to the electrodes, and 

the tilt angle is measured in radians. In both models the only variation 

concerns the cross section of the channel, not the thickness of the electrodes 

or the material with which they are made. In fig.4.12 the trend of the tilt 

angle is shown as a function of the voltage to be applied to the electrodes 

in order to have a re-orientation of the molecules of the LC. For a geometry 

of 3x3 um the minimum voltage to be applied tilt the LC molecules is about 

2 V while for a 6x3 geometry the minimum voltage to be applied is about 4 

V [99]. In both simulations the position of the test probes is the same. 

 

 
Fig. 4.12. The tilt angle expressed in radiant is plotted versus the applied voltage for 

several points inside a 3x3 μm (a) and 6x3 μm (b) channel. The coordinate x is fixed at -

0.5 μm and y varies from -1 μm to 1 μm. The voltage to tilt the molecules by π/2 is about 

2 V for a 3x3 μm geometry and 4.25 V [99] for a 6x3 cross section, y=0. 
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The arrangement of the E7 LC in the simulated guides with rectangular and 

square geometry is homotropic with respect to the walls of the PDMS, as 

previously mentioned. 

The simulations took place following this criterion: 

through COMSOL Multiphysics®, rectangular and square guides have 

been simulated, for both almost TE and near TM modes. 

The refractive indices were extracted using a text file produced by 

COMSOL Multiphysics® and were 

subsequently reprocessed through Matlab® where 

they were imported into the BeamProp ® to study the propagation along 

z. 

 

 
Fig. 4.13. a), b), c) The refractive index of LC E7 is shown with respect to the quasi-TM 

polarization a) simulated in COMSOL Multiphysics®, b) imported into Matlab® an 80 x 

50 of elements matrix, c) imported into BeamProp®. 

 

The 2D model represents the cross section of a rectangular waveguide with 

dimensions of 6 x 3 μm. Then, a 3-D model (6 x 10 x 3 μm) predicated on 

the previous 2-D one was created for the LC:PDMS technology waveguide, 

see fig. 4.14 a) and b). In order to implement the 3D model two further 

parameters were added to the original configuration: tilt angle (θ), and 

twist angle (φ). In addition, a supplementary condition had to be sat. 

Indeed, all the terms in eq. (4.51) can not be null. Therefore, the model 
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resulted into an enclosed structure along the three space dimensions. The 

homeotropic alignment conditions for the LC stood also for the 3-D case. 

Since the 2-D model included gold electrodes (100 nm for the thickness) 

also, electrical contacts (i.e. Au thin plates) were introduced even in 3-D 

one, as reported in the fig. 4.14 a) and b). The former corresponds to the LC 

state at 0 V. On the other hand, the latter describes the system when the +10 

V on the left-side electrode and -10 V on the right-side electrode.  

 

 

 
Fig. 4.14. In a) the refractive index of LC E7 for a TE polarization at 0 V applied is 

represented and b) when +10 V on the left-hand electrode and -10 V on the right-hand 

electrode is applied. 
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Fig. 4.15. Electric field in 3D view of the voltage starting from +10V on the left-hand 

electrode to -10V to the right hand electrode. The black arrows represent the electric 

field.  
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Conclusions 

 

In COMSOL Multiphysics® the Oseen-Frank model was introduced for the 

description of the elastic energy of the LC to which the contribution of the 

electric field has been added. Thanks to this model it has been possible to 

simulate both guides with rectangular 6x3 μm and square 3x3 μm cross 

sections, supposing very small variations of the tilt and twist angles. The 

orientation of the LC molecules has been studied with and without the use 

of a potential applied to the structure that generated an electric field and 

finally exposed the data and imported into BeamProp® thanks to which 

devices such as the zero gap couplers and the multimodal interferometer 

will be simulated.  
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Chapter 5: Directional coupler 
 

5.1 Theory of the coupling modes 

 

Starting from the equations of Maxwell, [100-116], in complex form for an 

unperturbed waveguide can be rewritten as: 

 

I IE j Hω µ∇× = − ⋅ ⋅     (5.1) 

 

I IH j Eω ε∇× = − ⋅ ⋅     (5.2) 

 

The propagation modes define that complete set of orthogonal solutions 

by which it is possible to describe, for each field distribution given in the 

waveguide, as the sum between a finite set of guided modes and a 

spectrum of radiant modes. Considering a perturbation of the guide due 

to a variation of Δε of the permittivity and introducing the subscript, P 

represents the perturbation. The Maxwell equations take the form: 

 

p pE j Hω µ∇× = − ⋅ ⋅     (5.3) 

 

( )p pH j Eω ε ε∇× = − ⋅ + ∆ ⋅    (5.4) 

 

therefore rewritten as eq. (5.4): 

 

p p pH j E j Eω ε ω ε∇× = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅∆ ⋅   (5.5) 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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The fact that the variation Δε corresponds to the perturbation defined by 

a source term is highlighted. Rewriting the Maxwell equations through the 

polarization vector: 

 

p pE j Hω µ∇× = − ⋅ ⋅     (5.6) 

 

p pH j E j Pω ε ω∇× = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅   (5.7) 

 

applying the Lorentz reciprocity theorem obtaining: 

 

* * *
( ) ( )p l l p lE H E H j P Eω∇⋅ × + × = − ⋅ ⋅   (5.8) 

 

And introducing the operator ∇ transversely and integrated on a transverse 
surface we have that: 

 

* * * * *
( ) (p l l p p l l p lt

dE H E H dxdy E H E H zdxdy j P E dxdy
dx

ω
+∞ +∞ +∞

−∞ −∞ −∞

∇ ⋅ × + × + ⋅ × + × ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

(5.9) 

 

Applying the divergence theorem to the first integral of eq. (5.9) the 
equation becomes: 

 

* * * *
( ) ( )p l l p p l l pt C
E H E H dxdy E H E H ldl

+∞

−∞

∇ ⋅ × + × = × + × ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ 



 (5.10) 

 

A second member is introduced in the equality. The circuitry integral 

theorem is evaluated on a circumference C where the two-dimensional 
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integral is calculated by the Sommerfield condition. The sources of the 

fields have ended at a distance r →∞  having: 

 

lim  0
r

r E
→∞

⋅ =      (5.11) 

 

lim  0
r

r H
→∞

⋅ =      (5.12) 

 

the two limits impose that the integral written previously is equal to: 

 
* *

( ) 0p l l p
C

E H E H ldl× + × ⋅ =∫ 



  (5.13) 

 

therefore the eq. (5.9) can be rewritten as: 

 



* * *
( )p l l p l

d E H E H z dxdy j P E dxdy
dx

ω
+∞ +∞

−∞ −∞

⋅ × + × ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  (5.14) 

 

The transverse, 𝐸𝐸�𝑖𝑖,𝑝𝑝�𝑖𝑖, and longitudinal, 𝐸𝐸�𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝�𝑐𝑐, components of the electric 
and magnetic fields introduced are: 

 

t lE E E= +      (5.15) 

 

t lH H H= +      (5.16) 

 

if these terms are replaced in eq. (5.14) it can be rewritten as: 
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* * *
, , , ,( )p t l t l t p t l

d E H E H zdxdy j P E dxdy
dx

ω
+∞ +∞

−∞ −∞

× + × ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  (5.17) 

 

This last equation indicates a general relationship between the solutions of 

an unperturbed structure and the solutions that are generated by the 

addition of a perturbation of the system. Moreover, it is strictly connected 

to the orthogonality properties of the guided modes. 

Considering the case in which there is 𝑃𝑃� = 0 eq. (5.17) it will become: 

 

* *
, , , ,( )p t l t l t p tE H E H dxdy

+∞

−∞

× + ×∫ ∫    (5.18) 

 

It represents the orthogonality between the different counter-propagating 

modes. Writing then both the electric field and the perturbed magnetic 

field we obtain: 

 

, , ,( , , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )j z j z
p t t radE x y z E x y A z e B z e E dν νβ β

ν νν ν
ν

ν− − = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ∑ ∫ (5.19) 

 

, , ,( , , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )j z j z
p t t radH x y z H x y A z e B z e H dν νβ β

ν νν ν
ν

ν− − = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ∑ ∫ (5.20) 

 

Considering only the couplings between the guided modes we will have: 

 

, ,( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )j z j z
p t tE x y z A z e B z e E x yν νβ β

νν ν
ν

− − = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ∑  (5.21) 

 

, ,( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )j z j z
p t tH x y z A z e B z e H x yν νβ β

νν ν
ν

− − = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ∑  (5.22) 
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The coefficients 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑(𝑧𝑧) refer to direct modes that propagate along the 

positive direction of the �̂�𝑧 and 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑(𝑧𝑧) represents those which are reflected. 

The coefficients are in function of �̂�𝑧 otherwise 𝐸𝐸�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖(x, y, z) and 𝑝𝑝�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖(x, y, z) 

would be solutions of an unperturbed waveguide. 

 

5.1.1 Couplings between co-propagating modes 

 

The electric and magnetic fields are defined as: 

 
j z

lE E e µβ
µ

−= ⋅  (5.23) 

 
j z

lH H e µβ
µ

−= ⋅  (5.24) 

 

Through eq. (5.19) and eq. (5.20) the eq. (5.17) becomes: 

 

( ( ) ( ) ) ( ), ,

( ( ) ( ) ) ( ), ,

( ( ) ( ), , , ,

(

j z j z j z
A z e B z e E H et td

zdxdy
j z j z j zdz A z e B z e H E et t

j z j z
e A z e E H H E zdxdyt t t t

d

j zdz
e

β β βν ν νν µν ν

µ β β βν ν νν µν ν

β βν ν ν µ ν µν

µ βν

∗− − −
+ ⋅ × ++∞

∑ ⋅ =∫ ∫
∗−∞ − − −

+ − ⋅ ×

+∞ ∗ ∗− −
× + × ⋅∫ ∫

−∞
∑=

−
+

+

  
  
    

 
  





( ) ( ), , , ,j zB z e E H H E zdxdyt t t tβν ν µ ν µν
 +∞ ∗ ∗− × − × ⋅∫ ∫
  −∞ 

 
 
 
  
 



 

(5.25) 

 

Thanks to the property of orthogonality between the modes, the integrals 
with 𝜇𝜇 ≠ 𝜈𝜈 are null and therefore: 
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1
2 2

E H H Ezdxdy zdxdyµ µ µ µ
∗ ∗+∞ +∞

−∞ −∞

× ×
⋅ = ⋅ =∫ ∫ ∫ ∫   (5.26) 

 

The term 𝐴𝐴𝜇𝜇 that is associated with positive propagation will be: 

 

4
j zdA

j e P E dxdy
dx

µβµ
µ

ω ∗
= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∫∫    (5.27) 

 

5.1.2 Coupling between counter-propagating modes 

 

When it is necessary to describe the μ−𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 counter-propagating mode it 

is necessary to define the electric and magnetic fields as follows [100]: 

 

( ), ,
j z

l t zE E E z e µβ
µ µ

−= − ⋅  (5.28) 

 

( ), ,
j z

l t zH H H z e µβ
µ µ

−= − + ⋅  (5.29) 

 

For the co-propagating structure we have: 

 

4
j zdB

j e P E dxdy
dx

µβµ
µ

ω ∗
= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∫∫  (5.30) 

 

the two solutions eq. (5.27) and eq. (5.30) represent the fact that the 

perturbation is described in the most general way possible through the 

polarization vector 𝑃𝑃�. The perturbation can always be seen as a variation 
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of the dielectric allowance from the nominal value of 𝜀𝜀(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) and then 

rewriting the polarization vector as: 

 

( , , ) pP x y z Eε= ∆ ⋅  (5.31) 

 

the variation in permittivity leads to a change in the refractive index n(x, 
y, z) being: 

 

2

0

( , ) ( , , )( , , ) x y x y zn x y z ε ε
ε

+ ∆
=    (5.32) 

 

The anisotropies are represented by the tensors relative to the electric 

and magnetic fields. Considering the simplest case in which there is a 

perturbation along the �̂�𝑧 axis of the waveguide we can assume for 

simplicity ∆𝜀𝜀 = ∆𝜀𝜀 (𝑧𝑧) and the polarization vector disappears: 

 

t zP P P z= + ⋅   (5.33) 

 

And 

 

, ,( ( ) ( ) )j z j z
t p t tP E A z e B z e Eν νβ β

νν ν
ν

ε ε − −= ∆ ⋅ = ∆ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑  (5.34) 

 

substituting in Maxwell's equations: 

 

, ,( ) p z p ttj P Hω ε ε⋅ + ∆ ⋅ = ∇ ×   (5.38) 

 

z ttE z H⋅ = ∇ ×  (5.36) 
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we have that: 

 





, , ,

,

1 1 ( ( ) ( ) )

( ( ) ( ) )

j z j z
t p z p t tt t

j z j z
z

P E z H A z e B z e H
j j

A z e B z e E z

ν ν

ν ν

β β
νν ν

ν

β β
νν ν

ν

ε εε
ε ε ω ε ε ω

ε ε
ε ε

− −

− −

∆ ∆
= ∆ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅∇ × = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∇ × =

+ ∆ + ∆
⋅∆

= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
+ ∆

∑

∑
(5.37) 

 

rewriting the last equation as: 

 

−𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝜔𝜔
4
∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 ∬ �∆𝜀𝜀 ∙ �𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 + 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑� ∙ 𝐸𝐸�𝑣𝑣,𝑖𝑖 ∙  𝐸𝐸�𝜇𝜇,𝑖𝑖

∗ + ∆𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥+∆𝛥𝛥

∙

�𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 − 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑� ∙ 𝐸𝐸�𝑣𝑣,𝑖𝑖 ∙  𝐸𝐸�𝜇𝜇,𝑖𝑖
∗ � ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 (5.38) 

 

and 

 

−𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝜔𝜔
4
∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 ∬ �∆𝜀𝜀 ∙ �𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 − 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑� ∙ 𝐸𝐸�𝑣𝑣,𝑖𝑖 ∙  𝐸𝐸�𝜇𝜇,𝑖𝑖

∗ + ∆𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥+∆𝛥𝛥

∙

�𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 − 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑� ∙ 𝐸𝐸�𝑣𝑣,𝑖𝑖 ∙  𝐸𝐸�𝜇𝜇,𝑖𝑖
∗ � ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 (5.39) 

 

from which we can derive the equation of coupled modes: 

 

( ) ( )
, ,( )j z j zdA

j K A e K B e
dx

ν µ ν µβ β β βµ
µ ν ν µ ν ν

ν

− − − −+ −= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑
 

 (5.40) 

 

( ) ( )
, ,( )j z j zdB

j K A e K B e
dx

ν µ ν µβ β β βµ
µ ν ν µ ν ν

ν

− − − −− += − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑
 

 (5.41) 

 

the co-propagating and counter-propagating coupling coefficients 𝐾𝐾𝜇𝜇,𝑑𝑑
+  
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and 𝐾𝐾𝜇𝜇,𝑑𝑑
−  have been indicated, while with 𝐾𝐾𝜇𝜇,𝑑𝑑

𝑖𝑖  and 𝐾𝐾𝜇𝜇,𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑  are the coefficients 

of transversal and longitudinal coupling: 

 

, , ,
t zK K Kµ ν µ ν µ ν

+ = +  (5.42) 

 

, , ,
t zK K Kµ ν µ ν µ ν

− = −  (5.43) 

 

, ,, 4
t

t tK E E dxdyν µµ ν
ω ε

+∞
∗

−∞

= ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫  (5.44) 

 

, ,, 4
z

z zK E E dxdyν µµ ν
ω ε ε

ε ε

+∞
∗

−∞

∆
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

+ ∆∫ ∫   (5.45) 

 

Assuming that the two guides are monomodal, they allow the 

propagations of a single mode, and can consider null the longitudinal 

component of the electric fields. Imposing that the counter-propagating 

modes are 𝐾𝐾𝜇𝜇,𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑 = 0. Under these conditions can be rewritten as: 

 

( )
, , ,

b aj zt ta
a a a b a a b

dA j K A j K A e
dz

β β− −= − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
   (5.46) 

 

( )
, , ,

a bj zt tb
b b b a b b a

dA j K A j K A e
dz

β β− −= − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
   (5. 47) 

 

The subscripts a and b are the equivalents of ν and μ, the perturbation 

causes a variation of the phase constants that are represented by 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐,𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖  and 

𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏,𝑏𝑏
𝑖𝑖  while the coupling is defined by the two coefficients 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖  and 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐,𝑏𝑏
𝑖𝑖 . If 

we do not have the coupling terms, we would have an equation like: 
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,
tdA

j K A
dz

µ
µ µ µ= − ⋅ ⋅  (5.48) 

 

where μ= a, b describes the only way μ−last propagates in my guide along 

the �̂�𝑧 axis. The perturbation can be determined by considering the guide b 

which changes the cladding of the guide to a defined quantity such as (𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏 −

𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐). 

 

, ,, ( )
4

t
t a t aa a b clK E E dxdyω ε ε

+∞
∗

−∞

= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫   (5.49) 

 

, ,, ( )
4

t
t b t ab a b clK E E dxdyω ε ε

+∞
∗

−∞

= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫   (5.50) 

 

From eq. (5.49) and eq. (5.50) it can be noted that 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐,𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖  is negligible 

compared to 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖  because in the first case we have that the integrand 

function in the perturbed region is given by the product of the tails of the 

guide field which is the unperturbed one. In the second function, there is 

solution of the perturbing waveguide, as we can see from the subscripts. 

It is therefore understandable that only the terms with mixed subscripts 

should be considered, as they are the ones who give me information about 

my disrupted structure and neglect the other two. To determine 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐,𝑏𝑏
𝑖𝑖   we 

have to write: 

 

, ,, ( )
4

t
t a t bb a a clK E E dxdyω ε ε

+∞
∗

−∞

= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫   (5.51) 
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The equations governing the directional coupler will then become: 

 

( )
,

b aj zta
b a b

dA j K A e
dz

β β− −= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
    (5.52) 

 

( )
,

a bj ztb
a b a

dA j K A e
dz

β β− −= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
    (IV.80) 

 

The relation that binds 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖  with 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐,𝑏𝑏

𝑖𝑖   drift from the condition of power 

conservation. If it is necessary to define the power linked to the μ−like 

mode, the power term can be written as: 

 

P A Aµ µ µ
∗= ⋅  (5.53) 

 

The equations describing the operation of the directional coupler define 

only two modes and therefore the perturbation power will be given by: 

 

t a b a a b bP P P A A A A∗ ∗= ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅    (5.54) 

 

energy conservation requires that: 

 

0tdP
dz

=  (5.55) 

 

from which: 

 

0a a b b
a a b b

dA dA dA dAA A A A
dz dz dz dz

∗ ∗
∗ ∗⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =   (5.56) 
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substitution will show that: 

 

, , , ,( ) ( ) 0j z j z
a b b a a b b a a b b ajA A K K e jA A K K e∗ ∗ ∂ ∗ ∗ − ∂⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ =  (5.57) 

 

placing a bδ β β= − since we have an equality it must necessarily be 
verified and therefore: 

 

, ,a b b aK K k∗= =  (5.58) 

 
The equations of the couplers become: 

 

j za
b

dA jkA e
dz

− ∂= − ⋅  (5.59) 

 

j zb
a

dA jkA e
dz

∂= − ⋅  (5.60) 

 

By deriving eq. (5.59) and always replacing it, we obtain a second order 
equation: 

 

2
2

2 0a
a

dAd A j k A
dz dz

 + ⋅∂ + ⋅ = 
 

 (5.61) 

 

 
Fig. 5.1. Trend of the normalized powers of the modes a and b to the increase of the 

synchronism, that is to the decreasing values d, with the same coefficient of coupling [100]. 
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Shown in fig. 5.1 is the trend of the normalized powers of the modes a, b 

according to the values that it can assume 𝛿𝛿 with the value of 4K and k. By 

imposing the boundary conditions in �̂�𝑧 = 0 and the presence of the only 

modes in the second guide we have that 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐= 0, 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏= 0 obtaining the 

following solutions: 

 

0
2 2( ) sin( )

2a

j z
k SzA z j A e

S

δ−
− ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅=   (5.62) 

 

0
2( ) cos( ) sin( )

2 2 2b

j z
Sz j SzA z j A e

δ
δ−  = − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅  

 (5.63) 

 

having defined S: 

 

2
22

2
S k δ
= ⋅ +  (5.64) 

the total power can be written as: 

 

2
t a b a a b bP P P A A A A A∗ ∗= ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ =    (5.65) 

 

for the individual powers associated with the guides we can write: 

 

2
2 2

0 2

4
sin ( )

2a

k SzP A
S
⋅

= ⋅ ⋅     (5.66) 

 

( )
2

2 2
0 2

4
(1 sin ( ))

2b t a

k SzP P P A
S

= − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅   (5.67) 
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𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 and 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 have a period of ∆𝑧𝑧 = 2𝜋𝜋
𝑆𝑆

 and in particular the maximum value is 
given by: 

 

2
2

max 0 2

4 k
P A

S
⋅

= ⋅     (5.68) 

 

The mode 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 transfers part of its power to the mode 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐until the maximum 

value is reached, and this value is directly proportional to the coupling 

coefficient and the difference between the phase constants 𝛿𝛿, in which the 

mode-related 𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐 ≠ 0 and 𝛿𝛿𝑏𝑏 ≠ 0 define the trend displayed in fig. 5.3. If it 

can have the perfect synchronism between the two waves or when it can 

achieve the condition 𝛿𝛿 = 0 and it has the maximum transfer of power 

between the two sides, then: 

 
2

max 0P A=  (5.69) 

 

The maximum power transferred is related to the wavelength 𝜆𝜆 through 

the relationship 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 = 𝜋𝜋
2|𝜋𝜋|

 and the previously defined mode functions 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑐𝑐 

and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏. We can notice that the coupling length is inversely proportional 

to the coefficient k. 

 

5.2 Design of an LC:PDMS based directional coupler  

 

An LC:PDMS directional coupler is made of two identical waveguides as 

shown in fig. 5.4. LC molecules are already homeotropically aligned to the 

PDMS surface, without any alignment layer as usually required in 

standard LC electro-optic devices.  
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Fig. 5.2. a) Orientation of the director of the LC. b) Schematic 3D view of a LC:PDMS 

passive directional coupler [8]. 

 

As previously mentioned, LC molecules in a nematic phase were aligned 

along a common direction defined by a unit vector 𝑛𝑛�, see fig. 5.2 a), that 

established a privileged average molecular orientation, rendering the 

nematic LC (NLC) macroscopically anisotropic and uniaxial. The free 

energy was minimized in order to obtain the molecular director 

orientation 𝑛𝑛� of the NLC inside the PDMS channels. The unit vector 𝑛𝑛� 

represented the normalized director of the molecules. In the present model 

𝑛𝑛� it was identified by a function of tilted and twisted angles with respect 

to a reference system in which the z-axis is chosen parallel to the director. 

The orientation of the individual molecules was defined through the polar 

angle 𝜃𝜃 (tilt) of 𝑛𝑛� with respect to the z-axis. The azimuthal angle 𝜙𝜙 (twist), 

is the one that 𝑛𝑛� forms with the x-axis. The refractive index is imported 

from COMSOL Multiphysic® 3.5a, in fig. 5.3, and was implemented in 

BeamPROP® [8]. The simulated squared cross- sections of the waveguide 

had the dimensions of 5, 3 and 2 μm. Before calculating the propagation of 

the Gaussian beam in the directional couplers, the number of modes 

associated to each waveguide had been investigated. Since a directional 

coupler relying on a single mode was required the 2 μm geometry was 

chosen. The distribution of the refractive index was then implemented in 

BeamPROP® to observe the directional coupler performance at a 
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wavelength of 1550 nm. BeamPROP® was fed with a PDMS refractive 

index of 1.3997, whereas the LC refractive index was imported from 

COMSOL Multiphysic® for LC. A set of simulations of directional 

couplers was performed at different waveguide gaps starting from 0.3 μm 

until 1 μm. Moreover, we calculated the Extinction Ratio (ER), defined as 

the ratio between the output power values of the two waveguides of the 

coupler.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3. a) Directional coupler with a gap = 0.3 μm and a coupling length of 45 μm, b) 
directional coupler with a gap = 0.5 μm which guarantees a coupling length of 125 μm. c) 
Directional coupler with a gap = 0.75 μm for a coupling length of 300 μm, d) a directional 

coupler with a gap of 1 μm to obtain a coupling length of 500 μm [8]. 
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The simulations show that a complete exchange of optical power occurs at 

just 45 μm with an ER, defined as the ratio between the power levels at the 

output of the waveguides, of about 11 dB. A value of ER over 20 dB can be 

obtained with a coupling length of 500 μm for a gap of 1 μm [8]. The 

calculus of the power inside the waveguides was performed by Matlab® 

scripts.  

 

 
Fig. 5.4. On the left-side hand is showed the extinction ratio and coupling length versus 

coupler gap [8]. 

 

In order to have electro-optical control, I proposed the fabrication of 

flexible electrodes by sputtering ITO deposition on PDMS, as explained in 

the third chapter of this thesis, and as illustrated in fig. 5.5 a). The same 

behavior can be replicated using gold electrodes fabricated through the 

electroplating process as demonstrated in chapter three. It's clearly that if 

an electric field is applied to these electrodes, it generates a reorientation 

of the LC molecules to force it to have a bar state in place of the cross-state 

behavior of the directional coupler as shown in fig. 5.9 b). For the geometry 

of the electrode, the rectangular shape is the best choice, because of the 

electrodes must be parallel to the channels. The simulations regarding the 
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geometry of the electrodes does not involve variations in the shape of the 

electric field, as demonstrated in chapter four. Actually, a model of the 

directional coupler with gold electrodes is under investigation in 

COMSOL Multiphysic®. 

 

 
Fig 5.5. a) The figure above shows a directional coupler with electrodes in ITO with an 

applied voltage. b) The molecules of the LC are reoriented allowing for bar-state of the 

coupler as shown in the contour map produced by the BeamPROP® simulation [8]. 

 

5.3 Simulations of Zero Gap Directional Coupler 

 

As previously seen, the simulated directional couplers had different 

coupling lengths and different gaps between the waveguides. An ER of 20 

dB was obtained only if the gap between the waveguides was of 0.3 μm. It 

is quite critical to obtain such sub-micrometric gap. For this reason I 

investigated another optical device, the zero-gap directional coupler 

which is more feasible in LC:PDMS technology. The zero-gap directional 

coupler or bimodal coupler [117-130] is a device designed for spatial 

switching similar to the directional coupler except that there is no gap 

between the parallel coupled waveguides. The light beam comes from one 
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of the two input waveguides and propagates along the entire section of the 

coupler, as depicted in fig. 5.8. 

 

 
Fig. 5.6. Schematic view of zero-gap directional coupler. 

 

The simulations of the zero-gap directional coupler are related only the 

central part. This section had the dimension of 3 μm with a length of 1 mm 

to achieve the bimodality of the waveguide. In the BeamPROP® [3] the 

power peak at the output can be moved to the left margin and mainly 

trigger the output 1, or it can be moved to the right margin and mainly 

trigger the output 2, as shown in fig. 5.8. It should be possible to control 

from which waveguide to let out the optical beam with the use of co-planar 

electrodes. In order to excite the two modes inside the zero gap directional 

coupler, a Gaussian impulse had to be launched at the extremes of the 

input waveguide, as depicted in fig. 5.7.  

 

 
Fig. 5.7. In picture the zero-gap directional coupler simulated with unbalanced input is 

represented. 
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The output power value was obtained by considering the slices with which 

the zero-gap directional coupler was divided. The blue lines in fig. 5.10 are 

the slices through which I calculated the integral using the Simpson model 

to obtain the power values of the Gaussian impulse launched at the input. 

The distance between each line was 10 µ𝑐𝑐.  

 

 
Fig. 5.8. In picture the method for the calculation of the Extinction Ratio is shown. a) 

The bimodal waveguides subdivided by slices, b) the representation of the calculus of 

the output powers of the left (P4) in red and right side (P3) in green of the bimodal 

guide. 

The maximum value of the output power was achieved for a length of the 

zero gap directional coupler of 500 μm. Two extinction reports were 

obtained.  In the case in which the ratio of the power of the right-hand 

drive to the left-hand one is obtained, we get a value of 16 dB of the 

refractive index of 1.6 LC, corresponding to apply at the devices a voltage 

of 1.62 V [3]. On the other hand, if I calculate the extinction ratio in relation 

to the ratio between the power of the left-hand drive and the right-hand 

drive, a value of about -18 dB is obtained for a refractive index of LC of 

1.628. These results are better than those obtained by Asquini et al in ref 

[119]. Their values of ER were equal to -9.45 and -10.09 for two squared 

waveguides with dimensions of 4 μm and 3 μm respectively. This result 
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was linked to the different materials used in their simulations, such as the 

combination of BK7 glass with E7. 

 

 
Fig. 5.9. Extinction ratio of the output of a zero-gap directional coupler switch versus LC 

refractive index [3]. 
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Conclusion 
Many devices have been studied in recent years through the most varied 

combinations of shapes and materials. Through the combined use of 

different materials such as GaAs, GaAlAs, InP, LiNbO3 and SiOx, 

directional couplers have been created with an ER starting from 20 dB up 

to 30 dB [111], [123-130]. But all have a common feature, they are not made 

of flexible materials. The combined use of PDMS and LC could be a 

solution to obtain flexible optoelectronic devices. I obtained two values for 

the ER of the zero gap directional coupler 16 dB for a refractive index of 

1.6 and a value of -18 dB for a refractive index of 1.628, with a coupling 

length of about 500 μm while not using materials based on silicon 

photonics. The zero-gap coupler was studied using the combination of E7 

and PDMS. In order to achieve the same results in terms of ER a 1.62 V and 

1.76 V need to be applied for a refractive index of 1.6 and 1.628, respectively 

[3]. The results obtained through simulations suggested that it is possible 

to exploit the characteristics of LC:PDMS technology in a zero gap 

directional coupler for achieving ER values comparable to the standard 

materials used in optoelectronics. 
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Chapter 6: Multimode Interferometer  
 

A multimodal interferometer is essentially made up of a guide whose core 

is able to support a large number of guided modes. Interference between 

the various modes within the region produces field distributions that 

change progressively during propagation and they are repeated 

periodically. This phenomenon is called the “principle of self-image”. By 

appropriately dimensioning the lengths of the multimode region and 

placing the exit waveguides at suitable positions, it is possible to check the 

characteristics of the field in the waveguide Generally, it is always possible 

to realize MMI with 𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁 [131-134] guides in which N represents the 

incoming guides and M, the outgoing ones.  
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6.1 Theory 
 

6.1.1 Self-Image Principle 
 

Self-image [135-142] is a property of multimode guides whereby the 

incoming field profile reproduces in single or multiple copies at regular 

intervals along the direction of propagation of the waveguide. 

Mathematical treatment is usually based on the analysis of planar 

structures and is equivalent to both the TE and TM modes. As already 

mentioned, the operation is based on the displacement that occurs 

between the different modes during propagation. The first step is to 

calculate the analytical expression of phase constants. Since there is a large 

number of guided modes and it is necessary to apply the paraxial 

approximation, we have the following expression for the phase constant 

of the mode: 

 

2
2

2 ( 1)
4co

co

n
n Wν

π π λβ ν
λ
⋅ ⋅

⋅ − +
⋅ ⋅

    (6.1) 

 

with 𝜈𝜈 = 0,1,2, …𝑁𝑁 − 1. According to eq. (6.1) we have: 

 

0
( 2)
3 Lν

π

ν ν πβ β ⋅ + ⋅
−

⋅


   (6.2) 

 

where 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋 indicates the length of beat of the fundamental mode with the first 
mode of higher order: 

2

0 1

4
3

con WLπ
π

β β λ
⋅ ⋅

=
− ⋅



   (6.3) 
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Neglecting the irradiating modes, an entirely legitimate hypothesis given 

the high number of guided modes and the field at the entrance to the 

waveguide, the field  �̅�𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = �̅�𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥) ∙ 𝚥𝚥̂ and his profile �̅�𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥) can be 

decomposed into Nsections of all the guided modes: 

 

1

0
( ) ( )

N

inge x A E xνν
ν

−

=

= ⋅∑    (6.4) 
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Due to the propagation of N modes, the field at a distance 𝑧𝑧 = 𝐿𝐿 from the 

input section, it is valid that: 
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Gathering the phase term of the fundamental mode as a common factor 

and exploiting eq. (6.2) we have: 
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The profile of the total field is therefore determined by the input field 

through the coefficients and the properties of the modal phase factor: 
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it is also possible to prove that: 
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that is, the function v is an even function if v is even, while it is an odd 

function if v is odd. Observing the eq. (6.7) it emerges that if: 
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with 𝜈𝜈 = 0,1,2, …𝑁𝑁 − 1 then the total field will be given by: 
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Without a phase shift, a replica of the incoming field is obtained. The          

eq. (6.11) is satisfied if 𝐿𝐿
(3𝜋𝜋)

 is an even integer, that is: 

 

3L p Lπ= ⋅ ⋅      (6.13) 

 

with 𝑝𝑝 = 2,4,6 ….The condition concerns the case in which all the phase-

shifts related to the various modes are integer multiples of 2𝜋𝜋. In this case, 

the modes interfere with each other with the same phase relationships of 

the input and therefore the generated field will be an exact replica of the 

input one. Instead: 
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with 𝜈𝜈 = 0,1,2, …𝑁𝑁 − 1 then we have that: 
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In this case according to eq. (6.10) we have that: 
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Therefore, the profile of the field is a mirror image of the one in input with 

respect to the center of the multimodal region. This second condition is 

relative to the case in which the displacements are odd and even multiples 

of π . The even modes will therefore be all in phase with each other, even 
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the odd ones, but in phase opposition with respect to the peers. In order 

for the eq. (6.14) to be satisfied, it is necessary to have that: 
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( 2) =

 if  is (3 )
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odd oddLπ
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 Based on the properties of the product among natural numbers, it is 

equivalent to require that 𝐿𝐿
(3𝜋𝜋)

 be odd. This condition occurs when 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑝𝑝 ∙

3𝐿𝐿 with 𝑝𝑝 = 1,3,5 …. identical replicas of the incoming field are presented 

alternatively along the multimodal region at distances from each other. In 

addition to the individual images, there are sections where multiple 

images of the input field can be observed. At half distance between the 

identical image and the mirror image, which we have for the condition: 
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2
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for 𝑝𝑝 = 1,3,5 …. the total field will therefore be: 
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with 𝛷𝛷0 = 𝛽𝛽0 ∙ (𝑝𝑝
2

) ∙ 3𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋 for 𝑝𝑝 = 1,3,5... According to eq. (6.9) and eq. (6.10) 

and is an odd integer and remembering that: 
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The field is given by the sum of two pairs of amplitude 1
√2

 that are in 

quadrature between them. Each pair consists of two images of the input 

field in a mirror position with respect to the guide axis. For 𝑝𝑝 = 1 or 𝐿𝐿 =
3
2𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋

  we can obtain:  
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(6.22) 

 

completely identical to the output field of a coupler with 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1
2
𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐  . It is 

possible to prove that at this distance: 

 

3pL L
N π= ⋅ ⋅     (6.23) 

 

with p and N integers without common dividers, the overall field is made 

up of N replicas of amplitude of 1
√𝑁𝑁

. The relationships referring to a generic 

distribution of the input field do not imply any constraints or relation of 

coefficients 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 . In this case, there is talk of general interference. By 

appropriately exciting the multimode region it is also possible to check the 

values of the coefficients obtaining replicas of the input field at distances 

lower than those found so far, with evident advantage in terms of reducing 

the size of the component. In this case we talk about narrow interference. 

Note that if 𝜈𝜈(𝜈𝜈 + 2) were divisible by an integer q namely ν∙(𝜈𝜈 + 2) = 𝑐𝑐 ∙

𝑞𝑞 with m as integer, the modal phase factor would become: 
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Its periodicity would pass from 6 ∙ 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋 to  6∙𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋
𝑒𝑒

. It is easy to prove that all the 

previously highlighted properties would be obtained on the scale 

distances of 1
𝑒𝑒
. Unfortunately, the divisibility for a common integer is not 

satisfied for all the possible values of ν but only for particular subsets. For 

example, if we consider a function f: 

 

( ( 2)) 0f ν ν⋅ + =  (6.25) 

 

with values of 𝜈𝜈 ≠ 2, 5, 8 it is sufficient to have 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 = 0 for 𝜈𝜈 = 2, 5, 8. If the 

input field of the multimodal region is such as not to excite the modes with 

the period of 𝜈𝜈 = 2,5,8, the modal phase factor is reduced by a factor of 

three. It follows that, in order to obtain 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋, there will be specular 

and identical replicas of the input field, while for 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑝𝑝
2
∙ 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋, pairs of images 

are formed in a mirror position and finally for 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑝𝑝
𝑁𝑁
∙ 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋, the replicas are 

N . One way to excite the selective modes of the type eq. (6.25) is to use a 

pair of guides centered in 𝑥𝑥 ± 𝑊𝑊
6

. The modes with  𝜈𝜈 = 2, 5, 8 have a zero 

with odd symmetry. 

 

 
Fig. 6.1. In this picture the amplitude normalized of the 9 modes inside a step-index 

multimode waveguides is showed [5]. 
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On the opposite side, the modes of the entrance waveguides present in 

these points have an even symmetry. The corresponding integrals eq. (6.5) 

will all be null. When the condition eq. (6.25) is satisfied, the mode pairs 0-

1, 3-4, 6-7, ... all have the same phase relationships: 

 

0 1 ,
Lπ

πβ β− = 3 4
3 ,
Lπ

πβ β ⋅
− = 6 7

5 ,
Lπ

πβ β ⋅
− =    (6.26) 

 

We have 𝑧𝑧 = 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋
2

  in each pair of the phase shift of 𝜋𝜋
2
 compared to the same 

mode, while 𝑧𝑧 = 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋 in the phase difference is 𝜋𝜋. This defines that the 

output of the multimode region is positioned in ±𝑊𝑊
6

 and a transfer matrix 

of the directional coupler is obtained with 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1
2
𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐  , only with a smaller 

size and less sensitivity to the imperfections due to the production 

processes. As a result, 𝑓𝑓 ∙ �𝜈𝜈 ∙ (𝜈𝜈 + 2)� = 0 for ν indicates that the 

periodicity of the modal phase factor is reduced by a factor of four simply 

by placing the input guide at the center of the multimode region. In fact, 

all the modes with odd symmetry will not be excited. In this way, 

distributions are obtained with replicas of the input field, symmetrically 

arranged with respect to the axis of the multimodal region, equally spaced 

by a quantity of 𝑊𝑊
𝑁𝑁

, with amplitude of 1
√𝑁𝑁

 at a distance from the input 

section of: 

 

3
4
LpL

N
π⋅

= ⋅  (6.27) 

 

In order for the number of guided modes to be at least N, it is necessary 

that you have: 
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2 2 ( 1)
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with simple steps: 
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Replacing the eq. (6.29) in eq. (6.3) we have that: 

 

2
2 2( 1)

3
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It is, however, possible to calculate through a matrix system 𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁 the 

amplitude of the signals output by an MMI in which M is equal to N. 

 

6.2 Simulations of MMI in SiO2–SiON 

 

The simulations concerning multimodal interferometers were performed 

starting from a paper in the literature [143]. The paper refers to an MMI 

that works as a demultiplexer. It separates the two input wavelengths that 

are respectively 980 nm and 1550 nm. The MMI is simulated using 

unbalanced waveguides.  
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Fig. 6.2. Top view of a multimodal interferometer. Two different wavelengths of 980 nm 

and 1550 nm enter in the unbalanced input waveguide. The 980 nm wavelength is in a 

bar-coupled state and the 1550 nm wavelength is cross-state [143]. 

 

In this case, the unbalanced input serves to determine a greater excitement 

of the modes within the waveguide. In the paper [143], simulations have 

been done through a proprietary mathematical model. The results 

obtained between the simulation part and experimental characterization 

are not equivalent. In fig. 6.3 a) is depicted the contrast between the two 

wavelengths. The 1550 nm one’s contrast is less than the 980 nm. After the 

realization of the prototype the characterization of the sample 

demonstrates that the two contrasts were shifted with respect to the 

simulations because of the presence of leaky waves, and they have been 

neglected in the model as depicted in fig. 6.2. In the model that I 

reconstructed faithfully following all the parameters of the device, I 

obtained a model equivalent to the one realized in ref [143]. In the 

representation of the results obtained, BeamPROP® also takes into 

account the leaky waves, thus obtaining a result which matches better with 

the experiments as shown in fig. 6.3.  
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Fig. 6.3. Simulation of a multimodal interferometer in a), experimental results in b). 

With the ellipses the simulated and real values are indicated. We note the difference in 

values caused by the non-consideration of leaky waves [143]. 

 

6.3 Simulation of MMI in LC:PDMS technology 
 

Starting from the model in which all possible light propagation 

phenomena are taken into consideration within the multimode 

interferometer, I simulated an MMI that acts as an optical demultiplexer 

using the LC: PDMS technology. The structure of an MMI consists of an 

input waveguide and two output waveguides, all in single mode 

connected by a multimode waveguide section, as depicted in fig. 6.4 . 

 

 
Fig. 6.4. a) Representation of multimodal interferometer working with two different 

wavelengths 980 and 1550. In this case the MMI works as a demultiplexer. The 980 nm 

signal leaves the left-hand guide, the 1550-signal goes out of the right-hand drive. The 

side electrodes are present to have an electro-optical control of the structure. b) 

Orientation of the LC molecules in the input waveguide [3]. 
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The MMI in LC:PDMS technology was designed to operate at 980 nm and 

1550 nm, wavelengths typically used in erbium-doped optical fiber optic 

amplifiers or can also be used to make compact optical sensors. Two 

coplanar electrodes are positioned along the multimode section to allow 

to tune the refractive index of the NLC core in order to maximize both the 

optical output power at the wavelength of 980 nm and 1550 nm. There are 

two output waveguides: one on the left-hand side with an output 

waveguide at the wavelength of 980 nm and one on the right-hand side 

with 1550 nm, as shown in fig. 6.4. In the designed structure, the height of 

all waveguides is 3 μm, the width of the input waveguide, the multi-mode 

section, the left output waveguide and the output waveguide right are 3, 

6, 2.3 μm, respectively. The results of simulations performed are shown in 

fig. 6.5.  

 

 
Fig. 6.5. Simulation performed through BeamPROP®. On the left-hand side figure the 

output power for the 980 nm, on the right-hand side the 1550 nm are represented 

respectively. The monitors plot the power level at 980 nm with blu color and 1550 nm at 

green color. 
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A Gaussian pulse centered at x= -4.5 μm was launched, which propagated 

in a 3 μm square guide for a length of 200 μm, and subsequently entered 

the multimode guide with dimensions of 6 μm in width and 3 μm in 

height. In this configuration 14 modes were excited at 980 nm and 12 

modes at 1550 nm in the multimode section. This ratio was calculated as 

the ratio between the power at 1550 nm and the power at 980 nm both 

outgoing on the right-hand waveguide, represented by the red line. The 

blue dotted line is the ratio between the power at 980 nm and the power at 

1550 nm on the left output waveguide. Fig. 6.6 a) and b) show the highest 

extinction values obtained respectively for refractive indices of the LC at 

1.650 and 1.690. At the refractive index of 1.650 I obtained an ER of 11.40 

dB for a length of 733 μm of the central part of the MMI and an ER of 10.50 

dB at 743 μm for a refractive index of 1.690. In order to achieve the same 

results for an ER of 11.4 dB which corresponds of a refractive index of 1.650 

is necessary to apply a voltage of about 7 V [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 6.6. Representation of MMI extinction values: a) At 733 μm for a refractive index of 

1.650. the ER achieved was 11.40 dB. b) At 743 μm for a refractive index of 1.690 the ER 

calculated was 10.50 dB. 
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Conclusions 
 

In literature there are many examples of MMI devices using the self-image 

principle [118], [144-146].  

Many materials are used for the fabrication of the MMI, such as GaAS, 

GaAsP, InGaAsP to Si or Si on SiO2 [147-153] up to photosensitive 

polymers and photonic crystals. The results obtained using these materials 

demonstrate power loss between 0.5 and 5 dB and a contrast starting from 

13 dB to 18 dB [143], [154-156]. MMI device simulations led to an extinction 

ratio higher than 10 dB.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions  
 

LC: PDMS technology allows to fabricate and implement optofluidic 

devices for different research applications ranging from 

telecommunications to biosensing. Furthermore, this technology fulfills 

the low-cost requirements that are crucial for large-scale industrial 

production. Indeed, the natural distribution of LC molecules, 

homoeotropic arrangement, inside PDMS channels makes these devices 

easy to fabricate. 

In the first stage of this PhD I dealt with the design, fabrication and testing 

of LC:PDMS waveguides. In the second stage I focused on theoretical 

simulations of the optofluidic devices such as directional couplers, zero 

gap directional couplers and multimode interferometers. 

The minimization of the Oseen-Frank energy equation concerning the 

electromagnetic and mechanical response of LC was aimed to simulate the 

behaviors of the optofluidic devices. Starting from this equation in which 

I considered the contribution of the electric field applied to the LC 

molecules. A COMSOL Multiphysics® model was created through the use 

of the partial differential equation (PDE) module. Electrodes’ models 

where added to the LC:PDMS channel model to reflect the performance of 

the real devices. The simulations aimed at getting a deeper insight on the 

LC refractive index behavior under the applied electric field. The results 

indicated that a minimum voltage of 4 V is required to realign the 5CB LC 

inserted into a rectangular 6 x 3 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐 waveguide. 

The LC:PDMS prototypes were fabricated and characterized by a setup 

composed of a DFB laser with a wavelength of 1560 nm, retarding plates, 
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and a power meter. Instruments were connected by using a single mode 

fiber. Light transmission proved to be independent of the polarization 

state. Propagation loss turned out to be 8 dB/cm which can improved in 

channel with improved edges. 

Directional couplers were designed and simulated by using the E7 LC 

refractive index data imported from the calculations performed by using 

COMSOL Multiphysics®. These data were utilized as input data to 

calculate the extinction ratio (ER) of directional couplers for different gaps 

across the two waveguides Coupling lengths less than 100 μm were 

achieved. The maximum value of the ER attained was over 20 dB for a 

coupling length of 45 μm and a gap of 0.3 μm. 

Zero-gap directional couplers were studied and simulated by using 

different cladding materials: BK7 and PDMS. The reported ER values for 

the BK7 cladding and E7 LC, varied according to the core size, (3 μm and 

4 μm) between 9 and 10 dB. The LC:PDMS wave propagation simulations 

turned out be +18 dB and -16 dB at the two outputs for a core dimension 

of 3 x 3 μm.  

The multimodal interferometer (MMI) represents another optoelectronic 

devices that I designed and simulated in LC:PDMS technology. Both 

theoretical and fabrication aspects needed to be studied in order to 

investigate the multimodal interferometer performance. In particular, 

BeamPROP® had to be implemented. Preliminary studies were performed 

by combining the refractive index of PDMS with the constant refractive 

index of the E7 LC. The ER attained was about 12 dB. To improve the ER 

value, it would be necessary to refine the MMI geometries. 
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The fabrication of co-planar electrodes integrated into the LC:PDMS 

devices to control LC orientation relied on different processes: thermal 

evaporation, RF magnetron sputtering, and electroplating. The PDMS 

high thermal expansion coefficient compared to sputtered or evaporated 

metals (Al, Cr and Ti-W) resulted into rough and non-adherent deposits. 

The evaporated samples were the most affected by delamination. The 

superficial ripples were visible even without any microscopic 

examination. Thereby, sputtering of ITO and Cr was evaluated as 

deposition techniques for the devices fabrications. ITO is routinely 

employed as optically transparent and electrically conductive material in 

optoelectronic devices such as solar cells and photodetectors. However, 

the surface roughness of the ITO film didn’t allow for electrical 

characterization. Chromium, turned out to be the most suitable metal from 

a mechanical resilience and electrical conductivity stand point (e.g. R= 

4945.63 [kΩ]). Although Chromium films showed promising results, 

physical masks are mandatory for their deposition. Hence, the fabrication 

of simple and low cost devices is precluded. 

Electroplating is a simple process which doesn’t require costly high 

vacuum equipment. Furthermore, it is easy to implement. The prototypes 

made by electroplating showed an excellent adhesion to the PDMS 

substrate. However, the current density during the electrodeposition 

process needed to be adjusted accurately. Indeed, hydrogen evolution 

during the electroplating might bring about delamination during the 

successive etching step. To mitigate this effect ammonium persulphate 

was used as the preferred etchant. The final devices proved to be a reliable 

waveguide capable of switching between two optical states according to 

the applied voltage. Such an effect is due to the re-orientation of the 
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molecules of the LC under the action of the electric field. Several 

experiments proved that almost 2 V is the threshold voltage to re-orientate 

the LC molecules. Hence, low-power consumption LC:PDMS devices can 

be fabricated and implemented. 

Future work will focus on testing the prototypes for mechanical resilience 

and flexibility. Moreover, a detailed study to establish a correlation 

between the macroscopic stress induced on the sample and LCs 

orientation under the action of the electric field, is currently being 

performed. 
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